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All Saints Tolling of the Bell
Date/Time: 11/1/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Seal of Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us on TODAY at 12:30 p.m., on the Seal of Main Building as the
names of students, staff, faculty, friends and alumni of the college who have died during
the past year are read aloud as the college bell is tolled. All are invited to attend.The
ceremony will conclude by 12:45 p.m. The All Saints Remembrance Tolling of the Bell is




Create: Quote Board 
Date/Time: 11/1/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center For The Arts Room 128
Cost: Free
Details: Pick your favorite quote and decorate it! Let your creativity have a space to play.
Participate in the art project of the week or a project of your choosing (coloring, drawing,




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/1/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @ 4:30, HITT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,





Date/Time: 11/1/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: In Dorms
Cost: Free
Details: Now that the cold weather has come around, you've probably walked outside
without a jacket and immediately wish you had brought one. Imagine living without warm
dorms, classrooms, or clothes to bundle yourself in. Many people here in Spartanburg
have to live that way and will face the uncertainty of a harsh winter. If you have anything
to spare please donate socks, jackets, hats, blankets, or mittens to donation bins placed in
the dorm halls. If you don't have anything to give on campus but have extra or old things
at home please make an effort to get them mailed to you and donate. We will be collecting
donations starting Nov. 1 - 15. These donations will go to women's shelters, old folks





La mesa de espanol
Date/Time: 11/1/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Galleria in the Michael S. Brown Village Center
Cost: Free
Details: Want to practice your Spanish in a relaxed setting? Stop by The Galleria today
from 5 - 5:45 p.m., for the opportunity to chat in Spanish with our international visiting





Campus Outreach Weekly Meeting
Date/Time: 11/1/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as we continue our series of the Beatitudes. What did Jesus say is the
character of a Christian? What are the rewards? Snacks and hangout time always







Date/Time: 11/2/2017 10:45:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Interested in Graduate School? Plan to attend our Graduate Fair in Great Oaks
Hall where more than 20 schools will be representing their different programs. Open to all





Lunch & Learn w/ Heather Onstott
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Heather Onstott is the CFO at Freight Farms, Inc. www.freightfarms.com, a
Details: Heather Onstott is the CFO at Freight Farms, Inc. www.freightfarms.com, a
startup focused on creating a more connected and sustainable food supply. Heather is also
a Venture Partner at LaunchCapital and cofounded their Small Business Division. Heather
holds a BA in Economics and French from Wofford, serves on the Presidents Advisory




Austin Webb '10 - CEO Robotany
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Robot farmers and perfect climate control. Organic. Non-GMO. Zero chemicals.
Ultra-efficient. This is Robotany, an agtech company which is disrupting the way we
think about farming and food sustainability. Join us in the Space on Thursday, Nov. 2,
from 4:30 - 5:30 p.m., as 2010 graduate Austin Webb shares the story of his journey from




Wake Forest School of Business Dinner
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Cribbs Kitchen
Cost: Free
Details: The Wake Forest School of Business will be on campus Nov. 2 & 3. This will be
a great opportunity to learn more about their unique programs & highly ranked Masters in
Management, Master of Science in Business Analytics, and Master of Science in
Accounting Programs. See them at the Grad Fair and then join them for dinner afterwards





Wofford Theatre Presents Antigone
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: $5 for students, $12 for faculty, $15 for general public
Details: Don't miss Antigone, Wofford Theatre's inaugural production in the brand new
Jerome Johnson Richardson Theatre in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the
Arts! This haunting play tells the story of a kingdom ripped apart by civil war and violent
discord within its royal family. As a new king attempts to assert his sovereignty, the
power of the crown clashes with the strength of a fearless young woman's convictions.
Two and a half millennia after Antigone was first performed, its driving question is no
less relevant: how do we enact justice in a world where what is right and what is law are
not always the same? The play runs Nov. 2-4 and 8-11, at 8 p.m. each night. Student
not always the same? The play runs Nov. 2-4 and 8-11, at 8 p.m. each night. Student
tickets are $5, faculty tickets are $12, and tickets for the general public are $15. To
purchase, go to www.wofford.edu/boxoffice or to the Wofford Theatre Facebook page.
The box office opens on the ground floor of the RSRCA an hour before showtime, but
patrons are strongly encouraged to reserve seats in advance in order to ensure availability!




The Wofford Entrepreneur Market 
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 10:00:00 PM
Location: Last Day to Sign Up
Cost: 
Details: Do you have your own business but aren't sure how to get your company name
out there? Are you trying to gain more exposure and sell your products to the Wofford
community? Then sign up to have a table at the first annual Wofford Market in front of
Burwell on Nov. 14 as part of Global Entrepreneurship Week! This event is a great way to
make some money and get your business known to the Wofford student body. Any
businesses from t-shirts, to jewelry, to tables, to artwork are WANTED! Sign ups last until
Wednesday, Nov. 2 so don't wait, sign up today! To sign up or for more information
contact: Owen Hughes: hughesot@email.wofford.edu or (865) 293-9787 Ari De Lucy:





Date/Time: 11/3/2017 7:30:00 AM
Location: Snyder Field
Cost: Free
Details: Firstly, a huge thanks to those who voted for me on homecoming court.
Secondly, if you are interested in running, walking, like getting some fresh air in the
morning and love to talk and discuss about various topics, please join me on my run. You
might or might not have read the article by the title of "Chasing Rainbows: Reflecting on
loss, love and my first 50 miles run." Gold and Black published. If you wish to ask
questions regarding anything in my article or if you would like to talk about something in
general. I am more than happy to discuss or answer questions. I will do my best to answer
any of your questions that I feel comfortable answering. No running background is





Date/Time: 11/3/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: First 100 eat FREE
Details: Come out to celebrate the weekend with Food Truck Friday! WAC is sponsoring
Details: Come out to celebrate the weekend with Food Truck Friday! WAC is sponsoring
a Columbian food truck on the Seal of Old Main from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. The first 100 eat






Date/Time: 11/3/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III VB court
Cost: Free
Details: Come enjoy a plethora of desserts and some good people. We will be hanging out




Legal Career Series hosted by Pre-Law Society
Date/Time: 11/7/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Papadopolous Room
Cost: Free
Details: On Nov. 7 the Pre-law Society will continue its Legal Career Series by hosting
SC attorneys Chelsea McNeill and Anand Patel. Ms. McNeill is a 2010 Charleston School
of Law graduate and is the Chief Public Defender in Laurens County, trying cases ranging
from minor misdemeanors to serious felony offenses. She also regularly guest lectures at
Wofford on The Psychology of Jury Selection. Mr. Patel is an associate at Dority &
Manning, P.A. in Greenville, SC where he practices patent law. He has a background in
chemical engineering and earned his JD in 2012 from the University of North Carolina.
Their presentations will focus on their law school experiences, what led them to their
respective fields of law, and their current professions. Join us for this lively event in the
Papadapolous Room. Lunch will be catered by Hub City Co-op. 





Apply to be a Global Ambassador 
Details: International Programs is currently accepting applications for 1 new Global
Ambassador. If you are looking for on campus employment, and you are interested in
furthering Wofford's internationalization efforts by promoting study abroad and working
with international students, this is the position for you! Cover letters and resumes may be
submitted via Terrier Black Book until Nov. 3. To learn more about the Global






Want a FREE U.S. Passport
Details: Any Wofford student interested in receiving a free U.S. passport book courtesy
of CIEE Study Abroad and the Office of International Prorgams is encouraged to indicate
their interest by contacting the Office of International Programs by Nov. 10. A limited
number of passport vouchers will be awarded on a "first-come-first-served" basis to
students that are U.S. citizens and first-time adult passport applicants. Contact




Greek Week Lip Sync and Bachelor Auction
Details: Come out to the Greek Village tonight at 6 p.m. to watch each sorority perform
their lip sync to the theme of Time Warp! There will also be a bachelor auction to raise
money for our philanthropy, the Boys and Girls Club of America. Entry for non-Greek
affiliated students and faculty will be $5.00, which will also go towards the philanthropy.




Greek Week Wristband Special
Details: This week is Greek Week and there are 3 opportunities for non-Greek affiliated
students and faculty to attend events. There will be Lip Sync/Bachelor auction, Greek
Games, and the Greek Week Car Smash. Panhellenic and IFC are offering a wristband
special for $13.00 that will get you into both events and hits on the car smash! If you





Southern Teachers Interview Session
Details: Southern Teachers will be on campus Nov. 8, to interview students interested in
teaching. ST works with almost 600 schools around the South, and they list thousands of
jobs with us each year. While successful progress through a teacher-education program is
essential for some of these jobs (e.g., for elementary teachers), for many positions a
teaching certificate is not required. Math majors can be hired to teach math; Spanish
majors can teach Spanish, etc. Deadline to submit resumes is Nov. 5. Submit resume to





For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: CRIME ALERT FROM CAMPUS SAFETY: Bicycles reported stolen from campus
Date: November 1, 2017 at 4:56 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To:          Wofford campus community
From:    Randy Hall, director of campus safety
 
Campus Safety has received a number of reports recently regarding the theft of
bicycles on campus.
 
One bike reported stolen has been recovered; it appears that it had been borrowed by
a fellow student and left at another campus location.
 
Two unsecured bicycles were taken from the Village by three black male juveniles,
between the ages of 13 and 16; the thefts were recorded by campus video surveillance
cameras. Photos of the perpetrators have been provided to the Spartanburg City Police
as well as resource officers in Spartanburg School District 7 to help identify them.
 
Campus Safety encourages students to store bicycles in racks provided around
campus and secure them with durable bike locks; officers suggest U-shaped bike locks
for better security. Bikes should not be stored on porches or inside buildings.
 
Students, faculty and staff are reminded to be aware of their surroundings and to report





Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J






Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 2, 2017
Date: November 2, 2017 at 9:04 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu





Lunch & Learn with Heather Onstott
UKirk at the Table
Meditation Moments
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Austin Webb '10 - CEO Robotany
Wake Forest School of Busines Dinner
Opening Tonight! Wofford Theatre Presents Antigone
RUF Lunch
Upcoming Events




Terrier Tip-Off (Students Only)
Legal Career Series hosted by Pre-Law Society
Attend the Study Abroad Fair on Nov. 14
Announcements
2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Apply to be a Global Ambassador
Want a FREE U.S. Passport
Warm Hearts
Greek Games and Greek Week Car Smash
Souther Teachers Interview Session
Class of 2018: Take Advantage of this Opportunity
Intramural Soccer Signup Deadline is Today
Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Flu Shots still available






Date/Time: 11/2/2017 10:45:00 AM
Location: Great Oaks Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today in Great Oaks Hall to meet with over 20 Graduate Schools




Lunch & Learn with Heather Onstott
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for today for lunch and to hear Heather Onstott, who is the CFO at
Freight Farms, Inc. www.freightfarms.com, a startup focused on creating a more
connected and sustainable food supply. Freight Farms produces the "Leafy Green
Machine" which is a fully assembled, vertical hydroponic farming system built inside a
40-ft. shipping container. Heather is also a Venture Partner at LaunchCapital and
cofounded their Small Business Division. Heather holds a BA in Economics and French
from Wofford, serves on the Presidents Advisory Council, and has an MBA from




UKirk at the Table
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: 
Details: Join our UKirk leaders for a time of conversation over lunch. There's no required
conversation topic, so you make it what you want it to be.




Date/Time: 11/2/2017 12:40:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: 
Details: Please join us today and every Thursday at 12:40 in Mickel Chapel for a few
moments of guided meditation in the midst of your busy day. Meditations are brief and
moments of guided meditation in the midst of your busy day. Meditations are brief and




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga




Austin Webb '10 - CEO Robotany
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Robot farmers and perfect climate control. Organic. Non-GMO. Zero chemicals.
Ultra-efficient. This is Robotany, an agtech company which is disrupting the way we
think about farming and food sustainability. Join us in the Space today from 4:30 - 5:30
p.m., as 2010 graduate Austin Webb shares the story of his journey from Wofford student




Wake Forest School of Busines Dinner
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Cribbs Kitchen
Cost: Free
Details: The Wake Forest School of Business will be on campus today and tomorrow
(Friday). This will be a great opportunity to learn more about their unique programs &
highly ranked Masters in Management, Master of Science in Business Analytics, and
Master of Science in Accounting Programs. See them at the Grad Fair and then join them
for dinner afterwards at Cribbs Kitchen. RSVP for Dinner and your time for Friday by




Opening Tonight! Wofford Theatre Presents Antigone
Date/Time: 11/2/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: $5 for students, $12 for faculty, $15 for general public
Details: Don't miss Antigone, Wofford Theatre's inaugural production in the brand new
Details: Don't miss Antigone, Wofford Theatre's inaugural production in the brand new
Jerome Johnson Richardson Theatre in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the
Arts! This haunting play tells the story of a kingdom ripped apart by civil war and violent
discord within its royal family. As a new king attempts to assert his sovereignty, the
power of the crown clashes with the strength of a fearless young woman's convictions.
Two and a half millennia after Antigone was first performed, its driving question is no
less relevant: how do we enact justice in a world where what is right and what is law are
not always the same? The play runs Nov. 2-4 and 8-11, at 8 PM each night. Student
tickets are $5, faculty tickets are $12, and tickets for the general public are $15. To
purchase, go to www.wofford.edu/boxoffice or to the Wofford Theatre Facebook page.
The box office opens on the ground floor of the RSRCA an hour before showtime, but
patrons are strongly encouraged to reserve seats in advance in order to ensure availability!





Date/Time: 11/2/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: Burwell Dining Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Come join RUF as we eat lunch together and fellowship. There's no agenda just






Physics speaker Dr. Sriparna Bhattacharya discusses Novel Materials for Optimal
Thermoelectric Performance
Date/Time: 11/3/2017 2:00:00 AM
Location: RMSC 122 - The Pit
Cost: Free
Details: This presentation discusses the methods of optimizing the thermoelectric
performance of two classic thermoelectric material systems, viz., PbTe, and SnSe.
Contrary to the general understanding about the effects of homogeneity of a material, the
incorporation of heterogeneous structures (micro- and nanostructures in a PbTe nanocube
matrix) enabled us to enhance the TE performance. Furthermore, the effect of low mass
density of SnSe on thermoelectric efficiency will be discussed.





Date/Time: 11/3/2017 7:30:00 AM
Location: Snyder Field
Cost: Free
Details: If you are interested in running, walking, like getting some fresh air in the
morning and love to talk and discuss about various topics, please join me on my run. You
might or might not have read the article by the title of "Chasing Rainbows: Reflecting on
loss, love and my first 50 miles run." Gold and Black published. If you wish to ask
questions regarding anything in my article or if you would like to talk about something in
general. I am more than happy to discuss or answer questions. I will do my best to answer
any of your questions that I feel comfortable answering. No running background is





Date/Time: 11/3/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: First 100 eat FREE
Details: Come out to celebrate the weekend with Food Truck Friday! WAC is sponsoring
a Columbian food truck on the Seal of Old Main from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. The first 100 eat





Terrier Tip-Off (Students Only)
Date/Time: 11/6/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: Free (Students Only)
Details: Ready for the inaugural basketball season inside the brand new Jerry Richardson
Indoor Stadium? WAR and Wofford Athletics are hosting the first-ever Terrier Tip-Off
event for all Wofford students! We'll introduce our 2017-18 Men's and Women's
Basketball programs, and all students in attendance will have the chance to win raffle
prizes that include USC Basketball Tickets, game worn Wofford jerseys, and more!
Students must enter through the JRIS student entrance (behind Gibbs Stadium




Legal Career Series hosted by Pre-Law Society
Date/Time: 11/7/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Papadopolous Room
Cost: Free
Details: On 11/7 the Pre-law Society will continue its Legal Career Series by hosting SC
attorneys Chelsea McNeill and Anand Patel. Ms. McNeill is a 2010 Charleston School of
attorneys Chelsea McNeill and Anand Patel. Ms. McNeill is a 2010 Charleston School of
Law graduate and is the Chief Public Defender in Laurens County, trying cases ranging
from minor misdemeanors to serious felony offenses. She also regularly guest lectures at
Wofford on The Psychology of Jury Selection. Mr. Patel is an associate at Dority &
Manning, P.A. in Greenville, SC where he practices patent law. He has a background in
chemical engineering and earned his JD in 2012 from the University of North Carolina.
Their presentations will focus on their law school experiences, what led them to their
respective fields of law, and their current professions. Join us for this lively event in the
Papadapolous Room. Lunch will be catered by Hub City Co-op. 
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Attend the Study Abroad Fair on Nov. 14 
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study
Abroad Fair. Representatives from approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on-
hand to answer questions and provide further information on study abroad opportunities.
In addition, student attendees may participate in door prize drawings for different items,







2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Details: The 2017 International Programs Photo Contest is now accepting photo
submissions! Students who studied abroad for a semester, year, or summer during the
2016-2017 academic year are eligible to submit photos. The deadline for submission of
images is Monday, Nov. 6. Visit:
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalPrograms/content.aspx?id=462187 for more




Apply to be a Global Ambassador 
Details: International Programs is currently accepting applications for 1 new Global
Ambassador. If you are looking for on campus employment, and you are interested in
furthering Wofford's internationalization efforts by promoting study abroad and working
furthering Wofford's internationalization efforts by promoting study abroad and working
with international students, this is the position for you! Cover letters and resumes may be






Want a FREE U.S. Passport
Details: Any Wofford student interested in receiving a free U.S. passport book courtesy
of CIEE Study Abroad and the Office of International Prorgams is encouraged to indicate
their interest by contacting the Office of International Programs by Nov. 10. A limited
number of passport vouchers will be awarded on a "first-come-first-served" basis to
students that are U.S. citizens and first-time adult passport applicants. Contact





Details: Now that the cold weather has come around, you've probably walked outside
without a jacket and immediately wish you had brought one. Imagine living without warm
dorms, classrooms, or clothes to bundle yourself in. Many people here in Spartanburg
have to live that way and will face the uncertainty of a harsh winter. If you have anything
to spare please donate socks, jackets, hats, blankets, or mittens to donation bins placed in
the dorm halls. If you don't have anything to give on campus but have extra or old things
at home please make an effort to get them mailed to you and donate. We will be collecting
donations starting Nov. 1 - 15. These donations will go to women's shelters, old folks




Greek Games and Greek Week Car Smash
Details: The Greek Week car smash to raise money towards the Boys and Girls club will
take place all day today leading up to Greek Games at 6 p.m., in the Greek Village. You




Souther Teachers Interview Session
Details: Southern Teachers will be on campus Nov. 8 to interview students interested in
teaching. ST works with almost 600 schools around the South, and they list thousands of
jobs with us each year. While successful progress through a teacher-education program is
essential for some of these jobs (e.g., for elementary teachers), for many positions a
teaching certificate is not required. Math majors can be hired to teach math; Spanish
majors can teach Spanish, etc. Deadline to submit resumes is Nov. 5. Submit resume to
majors can teach Spanish, etc. Deadline to submit resumes is Nov. 5. Submit resume to




Class of 2018: Take Advantage of this Opportunity
Details: This year the yearbook staff invites every senior to leave your mark on Wofford
by publishing your favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your
picture and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it
appropriate). We have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences






Intramural Soccer Signup Deadline is Today
Details: Today is the deadline for signing up for Intramural Soccer. There will be a league
for women and a league for men. The games are 7v7, thus a minimum of 7 players is
required to enter a team, but 10 or more players is preferable. Email Coach Traylor to
enter a team, or for assistance in finding a team to join. Varsity soccer players, including




Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Details: Help bring a smile to a child's face on Christmas morning by participating in The
Salvation Army Angel Tree Program! How can you get involved this year? You can adopt
an angel at Westgate Mall starting on Thursday, Nov. 2 to Dec. 10, host a toy drive, or
host an Angel Tree in your workplace or church. This allows your employees and church
members to adopt an angel on site and bring their gifts to Westgate Mall or The Salvation
Army located at 40 Foster Street by Monday, Dec. 11. You can also volunteer in Santa's
Workshop and help prepare the bags for our community families or volunteer at the Angel
Tree located at Westgate Mall (Food Court entrance) starting on Nov. 2 - Dec 11. Our
Angel Tree registration continues through the close of business on Nov 10. This program
helps families in need provide Christmas gifts for children ages 0-12. For information on




Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Details: The Salvation Army is in need of Bell Ringers for this holiday season. This
program starts on Nov. 10 and continues through Dec. 23. For more information on the
Bell Ringer program and to sign up, please contact The Salvation Army at 864-576-6670. 




Flu Shots still available
Details: There is a limited quantity of flu shots available still. Please go to My Wofford
and the Wellness Center appointment link. Pick the employee wellness site for your clinic




Arts Center Parking Lot Restrictions
Details: The Arts Center lot spaces in the middle row from the Memorial Auditorium Lot
entrance to the Middle entrance of the Carlisle lot will be reserved for the theater
presentation tonight. Officers ask that anyone parked in these spaces clear them by 4 p.m.





For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM ADMISSION OFFICE: Admission parking lot space limited Friday, Nov. 3
Date: November 2, 2017 at 2:19 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:          Wofford Faculty and Staff
From:    Mary Carman Jordan, Admission Office
Re:         Admission parking lot, Friday, Nov. 3
 
Wofford Admission will host our Wofford Scholar’s Program this weekend, with
programming beginning during business hours tomorrow afternoon (Friday, Nov. 3).
The Admission Office will reserve spots in the Admission parking lot for the event;
there will be limited spaces available to faculty and staff tomorrow. Please park in one
of the 77 leased parking spaces in the Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium parking lot,
on the upper end and lined in gold/yellow. We apologize for the inconvenience, but




Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J






Subject: TIMELY WARNING FROM CAMPUS SAFETY: Reported Sexual Assault (Fondling)
Date: November 2, 2017 at 4:53 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Timely Warning
 
Timely Warnings are issued in an effort to make the Wofford College community aware of
situations that present a potential threat to the safety and well-being of our community members
and in compliance with the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security and Campus Crime
statistics Act of 1990. 
 
Wofford College takes all reports seriously, and we encourage victims to report. 
 
Reported Offense: Sexual Assault (Fondling). This incident occurred early in the morning of
October 21, 2017, at a fraternity house at the Greek Village. The subject is alleged to have
forcibly, and without consent, fondled a student while dancing either just inside the house or on
the back patio. Campus Safety received the report of this incident on the evening of November
1, 2017. If you witnessed the incident or have any information concerning it, please call
Campus Safety at 864-597-4911. 
 
Suspect Description: College-aged, medium height, white male with brown hair, possibly




As a community, we are responsible for taking care of each other. Please be aware of your
surroundings. If you notice someone being victimized or become aware of a situation that you
think has the potential to impact someone’s safety and well-being, safely intervene or contact
Campus Safety at 864-597-4911. Review the “It’s On Us” Bystander Intervention Tips to learn




1. Learn about consent, communication, and healthy interactions and ensure that you are
acting in a respectful manner at all times.
2. Trust your instincts. If you feel unsafe, take actions that you feel are necessary to leave
the situation.
3. Make a plan with your friends to keep an eye out for each other before you go out, and
review the “It’s On Us” Bystander Intervention Tips to learn how to safely intervene if a




If you or someone you know is the victim of sexual or gender-based violence, please contact
Campus Safety, a Title IX coordinator or the Wellness Center; contact information is available
on the Title IX web page. To learn about your rights and options on campus and in the






Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J






Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 3, 2017
Date: November 3, 2017 at 9:02 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu






Physics speaker Dr. Sriparna Bhattacharya discusses Novel Materials for Optimal
Thermoelectric Performance
Criminal Conspiracy (Asian Studies Program film series)
Malcolm X
Finite in Phase III
Upcoming Events
No. 8 Wofford vs. Chattanooga
Terrier Tip-Off (Students Only)
Legal Career Series hosted by Pre-Law Society
Attend the Study Abroad Fair on Nov. 14
Announcements
2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Apply to be a Global Ambassador
Want a FREE U.S. Passport
Warm Hearts
Southern Teachers Interview Session
Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
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Date/Time: 11/3/2017 7:30:00 AM
Location: Snyder Field
Cost: Free
Details: If you are interested in running, walking, like getting some fresh air in the
morning and love to talk and discuss about various topics, please join me on my run. You
might or might not have read the article by the title of "Chasing Rainbows: Reflecting on
loss, love and my first 50 miles run." Gold and Black published. If you wish to ask
questions regarding anything in my article or if you would like to talk about something in
general. I am more than happy to discuss or answer questions. I will do my best to answer
any of your questions that I feel comfortable answering. No running background is





Date/Time: 11/3/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: First 100 eat FREE
Details: Come out to celebrate the weekend with Food Truck Friday! WAC is sponsoring
a Columbian food truck on the Seal of Old Main from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. The first 100 eat





Physics speaker Dr. Sriparna Bhattacharya discusses Novel Materials for Optimal
Thermoelectric Performance
Date/Time: 11/3/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: RMSC 122 - The Pit
Cost: Free
Details: This presentation discusses the methods of optimizing the thermoelectric
performance of two classic thermoelectric material systems, viz., PbTe, and SnSe.
Contrary to the general understanding about the effects of homogeneity of a material, the
incorporation of heterogeneous structures (micro- and nanostructures in a PbTe nanocube
matrix) enabled us to enhance the TE performance. Furthermore, the effect of low mass
density of SnSe on thermoelectric efficiency will be discussed.
Contact: Dr. Carolyn Martsberger
Email: martsbergercm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4612
Criminal Conspiracy (Asian Studies Program film series)
Date/Time: 11/3/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: The Asian Studies Program presents a screening of the 2017 Korean
documentary film "Criminal Conspiracy." The film portrays how South Korean media has
documentary film "Criminal Conspiracy." The film portrays how South Korean media has
been seriously ruined by politicians and their cronies. English subtitles will be available.





Date/Time: 11/3/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Muslim Students Association (MSA) is hosting their second movie night with
delicious snacks. "Malcolm X is a biographical epic of the controversial and influential
Black Nationalist leader, from his early life and career as a small-time gangster, to his




Finite in Phase III
Date/Time: 11/3/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III basketball court
Cost: Free
Details: Come enjoy a plethora of desserts and snacks tonight! We will be hanging out






No. 8 Wofford vs. Chattanooga
Date/Time: 11/4/2017 1:30:00 PM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: 
Details: No, 8 Wofford Football hosts Chattanooga in the final regular season home game
of the season. It's Salute to Service and Senior Day, so be sure to arrive early for our
pregame recognition of our senior student-athletes. Come help us #PackGibbs as the




Terrier Tip-Off (Students Only)
Date/Time: 11/6/2017 7:30:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/6/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: Free (Students Only)
Details: Ready for the inaugural basketball season inside the brand new Jerry Richardson
Indoor Stadium? WAR and Wofford Athletics are hosting the first-ever Terrier Tip-Off
event for all Wofford students! We'll introduce our 2017-18 Men's and Women's
Basketball programs, and all students in attendance will have the chance to win raffle
prizes that include USC Basketball Tickets, game worn Wofford jerseys, and more!
Students must enter through the JRIS student entrance (behind Gibbs Stadium




Legal Career Series hosted by Pre-Law Society
Date/Time: 11/7/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Papadopolous Room
Cost: Free
Details: On 11/7 the Pre-law Society will continue its Legal Career Series by hosting SC
attorneys Chelsea McNeill and Anand Patel. Ms. McNeill is a 2010 Charleston School of
Law graduate and is the Chief Public Defender in Laurens County, trying cases ranging
from minor misdemeanors to serious felony offenses. She also regularly guest lectures at
Wofford on The Psychology of Jury Selection. Mr. Patel is an associate at Dority &
Manning, P.A. in Greenville, SC where he practices patent law. He has a background in
chemical engineering and earned his JD in 2012 from the University of North Carolina.
Their presentations will focus on their law school experiences, what led them to their
respective fields of law, and their current professions. Join us for this lively event in the
Papadapolous Room. Lunch will be catered by Hub City Co-op. 
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Attend the Study Abroad Fair on Nov. 14 
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study
Abroad Fair. Representatives from approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on-
hand to answer questions and provide further information on study abroad opportunities.
In addition, student attendees may participate in door prize drawings for different items,








2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Details: The 2017 International Programs Photo Contest is now accepting photo
submissions! Students who studied abroad for a semester, year, or summer during the
2016-2017 academic year are eligible to submit photos. The deadline for submission of
images is Monday, Nov. 6. Visit:
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalPrograms/content.aspx?id=462187 for more




Apply to be a Global Ambassador 
Details: International Programs is currently accepting applications for 1 new Global
Ambassador. If you are looking for on campus employment, and you are interested in
furthering Wofford's internationalization efforts by promoting study abroad and working
with international students, this is the position for you! Cover letters and resumes may be






Want a FREE U.S. Passport
Details: Any Wofford student interested in receiving a free U.S. passport book courtesy
of CIEE Study Abroad and the Office of International Prorgams is encouraged to indicate
their interest by contacting the Office of International Programs by Nov. 10. A limited
number of passport vouchers will be awarded on a "first-come-first-served" basis to
students that are U.S. citizens and first-time adult passport applicants. Contact





Details: Now that the cold weather has come around, you've probably walked outside
without a jacket and immediately wish you had brought one. Imagine living without warm
dorms, classrooms, or clothes to bundle yourself in. Many people here in Spartanburg
have to live that way and will face the uncertainty of a harsh winter. If you have anything
to spare please donate socks, jackets, hats, blankets, or mittens to donation bins placed in
the dorm halls. If you don't have anything to give on campus but have extra or old things
at home please make an effort to get them mailed to you and donate. We will be collecting
donations starting Nov. 1 - 15. These donations will go to women's shelters, old folks
homes, and safe homes. Please donate what you can! - APO Pledge Class '17




Southern Teachers Interview Session
Details: Southern Teachers will be on campus Nov. 8 to interview students interested in
teaching. ST works with almost 600 schools around the South, and they list thousands of
jobs with us each year. While successful progress through a teacher-education program is
essential for some of these jobs (e.g., for elementary teachers), for many positions a
teaching certificate is not required. Math majors can be hired to teach math; Spanish
majors can teach Spanish, etc. Deadline to submit resumes is Nov. 5. Submit resume to




Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Details: Help bring a smile to a child's face on Christmas morning by participating in The
Salvation Army Angel Tree Program! How can you get involved this year? You can adopt
an angel at Westgate Mall starting on Thursday, Nov. 2 to Dec. 10, host a toy drive, or
host an Angel Tree in your workplace or church. This allows your employees and church
members to adopt an angel on site and bring their gifts to Westgate Mall or The Salvation
Army located at 40 Foster Street by Monday, Dec. 11. You can also volunteer in Santa's
Workshop and help prepare the bags for our community families or volunteer at the Angel
Tree located at Westgate Mall (Food Court entrance) starting on Nov. 2 - Dec. 11. Our
Angel Tree registration continues through the close of business on Nov. 10. This program
helps families in need provide Christmas gifts for children ages 0-12. For information on




Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Details: The Salvation Army is in need of Bell Ringers for this holiday season. This
program starts on Nov. 10 and continues through Dec. 23. For more information on the




Financial Aid Requirements & Registration
Details: As you are registering for the Spring semester, please remember that most
scholarships and financial aid have a yearly hours and GPA requirement. The Interim term
does count towards your yearly hours total. Summer school classes taken at Wofford also
count towards the 2017-2018 academic year, but please remember there are extra costs
associated with summer school. The Financial Aid Handbook
(www.wofford.edu/financialaid) is an excellent resource for scholarship requirements.
(www.wofford.edu/financialaid) is an excellent resource for scholarship requirements.




Student Tickets - Wofford vs South Carolina Nov. 10
Details: Wofford Athletics has approximately 350 student tickets available for Wofford
men's basketball's home opener vs. South Carolina on Friday, Nov. 10. These tickets will
be available to students for pickup on a FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED basis on
Wednesday, Nov. 8, beginning at 7 p.m. Lines will form beginning at 6:30 p.m. at the
second entrance to the Richardson Physical Activities Building beside Snyder Field (not
the entrance into the fitness center), with the line extending beside the field. Pickup will
be in the Athletics Ticket Office on the second floor of the Richardson Physical Activities
Building. When you come to pick up your ticket you MUST present your student ID. You
may pick up ONLY ONE ticket; you may not pick up tickets for other students. To enter
the game on Nov. 10 you MUST present both your ticket and your student ID at the door
and they MUST match ? you will not be able to give your ticket away. If you cannot make




Parking in the Arts Center Lot for the Weekend
Details: The Arts Center lot spaces in the middle row from the Memorial Auditorium Lot
entrance to the Middle entrance of the Carlisle lot will be reserved for the theater
presentation on Friday and Saturday nights. Officers ask that anyone parked in these
spaces clear them by 4 p.m.. Students may park in one of the 77 leased spaces in the




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: FOLLOW-UP MESSAGE FROM IT HELP CENTER: Update on computer audit message
Date: November 3, 2017 at 9:37 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:          Wofford Faculty and Staff
From:    Kashalett Foster, IT Help Center
Re:         Today’s messages re computer audit
 
First of all, I want to apologize for the messages you received Thursday regarding the
computer audit the IT Help Center wants to do.
 
The original message was premature and included confusing information. Please
disregard that information and the schedule that was included.
 
We are delaying the computer audit. We will communicate with you next week with
details about when we will do the audit, what will be involved, how much of your time
will be needed, how we will schedule these appointments to better serve you and be
respectful of your time, and how we will work to accommodate those of you who work
remotely or who are on campus infrequently.
 




Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J






Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 6, 2017
Date: November 6, 2017 at 9:01 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Visit from USC Columbia School of Medicine and PA program
Terrier Tip-Off (Students Only)
Freshman Bible Study
Upcoming Events
Study Abroad Orientation: Health & Safety
Legal Career Series hosted by Pre-Law Society
Caitlynn Myer
Questions & Queso
Attend the Study Abroad Fair on Nov. 14
Announcements
CANCELLED: Dunlap Chamber Music Concert, Monday, 11/6/2017
2017 International Programs Photo Contest - Submissions due TODAY
Want a FREE U.S. Passport?
Warm Hearts
Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Flu Shots
Financial Aid Requirements & Registration




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/6/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




Visit from USC Columbia School of Medicine and PA program
Date/Time: 11/6/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: RMSC 121
Cost: 
Details: There will be a presentation given by representatives of the USC School of
Medicine and Physician Assistant Program on Thursday, Nov. 6, at 7 p.m., in RMSC 121.
The presenters will cover all you need to know about medical school admissions for USC
Columbia as well as their new Physician Assistant Program. All students interested in




Terrier Tip-Off (Students Only)
Date/Time: 11/6/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: Free (Students Only)
Details: Ready for the inaugural basketball season inside the brand new Jerry Richardson
Indoor Stadium? WAR and Wofford Athletics are hosting the first-ever Terrier Tip-Off
event for all Wofford students! We'll introduce our 2017-18 Men's and Women's
Basketball programs, and all students in attendance will have the chance to win raffle
prizes that include USC Basketball Tickets, game worn Wofford jerseys, and more!
Students must enter through the JRIS student entrance (behind Gibbs Stadium





Date/Time: 11/6/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room, Burwell Bldg.
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as we look at "The Craziest Things Jesus Said". We'll read a passage and
have discussion in small groups. Snacks and hangout time always included! Follow us on







Study Abroad Orientation: Health & Safety 
Date/Time: 11/7/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: This orientation program is for students studying abroad during Spring 2018.
Study abroad students will learn about health and safety preparations such as:
medications, immunizations, medical forms, preventing theft, etc. All students studying




Legal Career Series hosted by Pre-Law Society
Date/Time: 11/7/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Papadopolous Room
Cost: Free
Details: On 11/7 the Pre-law Society will continue its Legal Career Series by hosting SC
attorneys Chelsea McNeill and Anand Patel. Ms. McNeill is a 2010 Charleston School of
Law graduate and is the Chief Public Defender in Laurens County, trying cases ranging
from minor misdemeanors to serious felony offenses. She also regularly guest lectures at
Wofford on The Psychology of Jury Selection. Mr. Patel is an associate at Dority &
Manning, P.A. in Greenville, SC where he practices patent law. He has a background in
chemical engineering and earned his JD in 2012 from the University of North Carolina.
Their presentations will focus on their law school experiences, what led them to their
respective fields of law, and their current professions. Join us for this lively event in the
Papadapolous Room. Lunch will be catered by Hub City Co-op. 




Date/Time: 11/7/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: #ExcuseMeWhat!?! Please come out and join the dialogue about the micro-





Questions & Queso 
Date/Time: 11/9/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Office of International Programs (Michael S. Brown Village Center)
Cost: Free
Details: Curious about study abroad? Like chips and queso? The Global Ambassadors
will be hosting "Questions & Queso", an informal (but informative) open advising hour
will be hosting "Questions & Queso", an informal (but informative) open advising hour
for any students interested in study abroad, on Nov. 9, 11 a.m. - 12 p.m. in the Office of




Attend the Study Abroad Fair on Nov. 14 
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study
Abroad Fair. Representatives from approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on-
hand to answer questions and provide further information on study abroad opportunities.
In addition, student attendees may participate in door prize drawings for different items,







CANCELLED: Dunlap Chamber Music Concert, Monday, 11/6/2017
Details: The Dunlap Chamber Music Concert on Monday, 11/6/2017 has been
CANCELLED. Please check Wofford/Chamber Music Website for future concerts.
Contact: Dr. Eun-Sun Lee
Email: leees@Wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4596
2017 International Programs Photo Contest - Submissions due TODAY
Details: The 2017 International Programs Photo Contest is now accepting photo
submissions! Students who studied abroad for a semester, year, or summer during the
2016-2017 academic year are eligible to submit photos. The deadline for submission of
images is TODAY! Visit: http://www.wofford.edu/internationalPrograms/content.aspx?




Want a FREE U.S. Passport?
Details: Any Wofford student interested in receiving a free U.S. passport book courtesy
of CIEE Study Abroad and the Office of International Prorgams is encouraged to indicate
their interest by contacting the Office of International Programs by Nov. 10. A limited
number of passport vouchers will be awarded on a "first-come-first-served" basis to
students that are U.S. citizens and first-time adult passport applicants. Contact





Details: Now that the cold weather has come around, you've probably walked outside
without a jacket and immediately wish you had brought one. Imagine living without warm
dorms, classrooms, or clothes to bundle yourself in. Many people here in Spartanburg
have to live that way and will face the uncertainty of a harsh winter. If you have anything
to spare please donate socks, jackets, hats, blankets, or mittens to donation bins placed in
the dorm halls. If you don't have anything to give on campus but have extra or old things
at home please make an effort to get them mailed to you and donate. We will be collecting
donations starting Nov. 1 - 15. These donations will go to women's shelters, old folks




Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Details: The Salvation Army is in need of Bell Ringers for this holiday season. This
program starts on Nov. 10 and continues through Dec. 23. For more information on the





Details: There is a limited quantity of flu shots available still. Please go to My Wofford
and the Wellness Center appointment link. Pick the employee wellness site for your clinic




Financial Aid Requirements & Registration
Details: As you are registering for the Spring semester, please remember that most
scholarships and financial aid have a yearly hours and GPA requirement. The Interim term
does count towards your yearly hours total. Summer school classes taken at Wofford also
count towards the 2017-2018 academic year, but please remember there are extra costs
associated with summer school. The Financial Aid Handbook
(www.wofford.edu/financialaid) is an excellent resource for scholarship requirements.





Interim Travel Medical Form Clinic
Details: The Wellness Center will close at 4 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 7. We will not be able
to take walk-in visits after 4 p.m. Please plan accordingly if you need to be seen on




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 7, 2017
Date: November 7, 2017 at 8:53 AM
To: Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu




Study Abroad Orientation: Health & Safety
Legal Career Series hosted by Pre-Law Society





Dottie's Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha
Holy Communion
Wofford Theatre Presents Antigone




Vote now! - 2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Want a FREE U.S. Passport?
Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Financial Aid Requirements & Registration
Interim Travel Medical Form Clinic




Study Abroad Orientation: Health & Safety 
Date/Time: 11/7/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: This orientation program is for students studying abroad during Spring 2018.
Study abroad students will learn about health and safety preparations such as:
medications, immunizations, medical forms, preventing theft, etc. All students studying




Legal Career Series hosted by Pre-Law Society
Date/Time: 11/7/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Papadopolous Room
Cost: Free
Details: On 11/7 the Pre-law Society will continue its Legal Career Series by hosting SC
attorneys Chelsea McNeill and Anand Patel. Ms. McNeill is a 2010 Charleston School of
Law graduate and is the Chief Public Defender in Laurens County, trying cases ranging
from minor misdemeanors to serious felony offenses. She also regularly guest lectures at
Wofford on The Psychology of Jury Selection. Mr. Patel is an associate at Dority &
Manning, P.A. in Greenville, SC where he practices patent law. He has a background in
chemical engineering and earned his JD in 2012 from the University of North Carolina.
Their presentations will focus on their law school experiences, what led them to their
respective fields of law, and their current professions. Join us for this lively event in the
Papadapolous Room. Lunch will be catered by Hub City Co-op. 
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/7/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga





Date/Time: 11/7/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: 2nd Pres
Cost: 
Details: Come enjoy a good home-cooked meal and bible study as we dig even deeper
into the last section of Ruth.




Date/Time: 11/7/2017 7:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/7/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: #ExcuseMeWhat!?!? Please come out and join the dialogue about the micro-






Date/Time: 11/7/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Join RUF tonight for Large Group! This semester, we will be covering the "I am"
statements in John. Come for the message, stay for the free dessert at the end. We'd love






Dottie's Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha 
Date/Time: 11/8/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Dottie's Toffee
Cost: 
Details: Join the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha, Wednesday for a percent night at Dottie's
Toffee! Take a break, grab some friends, and enjoy some ice cream ALL DAY. A portion
of your purchase will go to our philanthropy, Breast Cancer Education and Awareness, to





Date/Time: 11/8/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated on Wednesday from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m., in




Wofford Theatre Presents Antigone
Date/Time: 11/8/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Jerome Johnson Richardson Theatre (RSRCA)
Cost: $5 for students, $12 for faculty, $15 for general public
Details: Wofford Theatre's production of Antigone continues this week in the brand new
Jerome Johnson Richardson Theatre in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the
Arts! This haunting play tells the story of a kingdom ripped apart by civil war and violent
discord within its royal family. As a new king attempts to assert his sovereignty, the
power of the crown clashes with the strength of a fearless young woman's convictions.
Two and a half millennia after Antigone was first performed, its driving question is no
less relevant: how do we enact justice in a world where what is right and what is law are
not always the same? The play runs Nov. 8-11, at 8 p.m. each night. To purchase tickets,
go to www.wofford.edu/boxoffice or to the Wofford Theatre Facebook page. The box
office opens on the ground floor of the RSRCA an hour before showtime, but patrons are
strongly encouraged to reserve seats in advance in order to ensure availability! Please note




Defend Human Rights with Bagels and Cider: A Hole Lot of People Need Your Help
Date/Time: 11/8/2017 11:00:00 PM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Join Wofford College's Amnesty International Chapter on Nov. 8, 11 a.m. - 1
p.m. on the Seal of Old Main to sign letters to help free Mahadine, a father facing a life
sentence in Chad for posting a Facebook video criticizing the government. Amnesty
International is a global and domestic movement with the goal of defending human rights
for all people, such as Mahadine. There will be hot apple cider and bagels for faculty,
students, and staff that come by to sign or handwrite a letter that will eventually be sent to
Mahadine and his family! Copy and paste this link to read more about his case:
https://act.amnestyusa.org/page/14313/action/
Contact: Abbey Lee, Sarah Clemens, or Vera Oberg
Email: obergvc@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-553-6320
Questions & Queso 
Date/Time: 11/9/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Office of International Programs (Michael S. Brown Village Center)
Cost: Free
Details: Curious about study abroad? Like chips and queso? The Global Ambassadors
will be hosting "Questions & Queso", an informal (but informative) open advising hour
for any students interested in study abroad, on Nov. 9, 11 a.m. - 12 p.m. in the Office of







Vote now! - 2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Details: The 2017 International Programs Photo Contest is open for voting! Students,
faculty, and staff can vote for their favorite photo on the Wofford International Programs
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/wocostudyabroad/ Voting closes on Friday,




Want a FREE U.S. Passport?
Details: Any Wofford student interested in receiving a free U.S. passport book courtesy
of CIEE Study Abroad and the Office of International Prorgams is encouraged to indicate
their interest by contacting the Office of International Programs by Nov. 10. A limited
number of passport vouchers will be awarded on a "first-come-first-served" basis to
students that are U.S. citizens and first-time adult passport applicants. Contact




Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Details: The Salvation Army is in need of Bell Ringers for this holiday season. This
program starts on Nov. 10 and continues through Dec. 23. For more information on the




Financial Aid Requirements & Registration
Details: As you are registering for the Spring semester, please remember that most
scholarships and financial aid have a yearly hours and GPA requirement. The Interim term
does count towards your yearly hours total. Summer school classes taken at Wofford also
count towards the 2017-2018 academic year, but please remember there are extra costs
associated with summer school. The Financial Aid Handbook
(www.wofford.edu/financialaid) is an excellent resource for scholarship requirements.




Interim Travel Medical Form Clinic 
Interim Travel Medical Form Clinic 
Details: The Wellness Center will close at 4 p.m. today. We will not be able to take walk-
in visits after 4 p.m. Please plan accordingly if you need to be seen today. We will be




Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
Details: Now through Dec. 5, Sigma Tau Delta, the English Honor's Society, will be
collecting books for local elementary schools. Collection boxes are placed in Burwell, and
on the 2nd and 3rd floors of Old Main (in the English wing). Any and all books will be




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENTIAL COMMITTEE ON DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION: Campus climate assessment on
diversity and inclusion report available
Date: November 7, 2017 at 9:01 AM





This is an important era in the history of Wofford College. As many of you are aware,
the Presidential Committee on Diversity and Inclusion last year undertook a
comprehensive campus climate assessment focused on diversity and inclusion. The
report is posted in the myWofford portal; you can find it here:
https://connect.wofford.edu/myWofford/campusLife/diversityReport.aspx. (You will be
instructed to log into myWofford.)
 
The ongoing work of this committee is anchored in the strategic vision and mission of
the institution. The report highlights both strengths and weaknesses as Wofford seeks
to improve as a diverse and inclusive 21st-century liberal arts college. Please also note
that the committee is working to implement and institutionalize several of the
recommendations outlined in the report. Some of these include:
 
·         The addition of 15 merit scholarships, valued at $300,000 total each year, to be
awarded to South Carolina students who represent the first generation in their
families to attend college.
·         The establishment of training workshops in inclusive pedagogy and practices.
·         Faculty and staff professional development training in diversity hiring.
·         The launch of a diversity speaker series.
·         Partnership with the American Talent Initiative, a national alliance of the nation’s
most respected colleges and universities, in an effort to substantially increase
the number of talented low- and moderate-income students.
·         Multicultural open house events for prospective under-represented students.
·         The formation of a student and faculty/staff diversity award to recognize
individuals who have raised awareness about diversity, equity and inclusion in
order to promote greater appreciation in the Wofford community.
 
In addition, Provost Mike Sosulski is in the process of appointing a new dean for
diversity and inclusion, who will be responsible for leading the college’s efforts to
promote diversity and ensure inclusion in academic and co-curricular affairs.
 
We are incredibly grateful to the more than 650 students, faculty and staff who
participated in the assessment. We heard your voices and will continue to work
together to build bridges and a more diverse and inclusive community in which























Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J






Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 8, 2017
Date: November 8, 2017 at 8:59 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Dottie's Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha
Holy Communion
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
National Service Week-Yoga




Light a Candle for Texas
FCA Huddle
Chasing Rainbows
Attend the Study Abroad Fair on Nov. 14
Oxfam America: Hunger Banquet
Announcements
Want a FREE U.S. Passport?
Warm Hearts
Financial Aid Requirements & Registration
Hunger and Homelessness Week Nov. 11-19





Dottie's Percent Night with Zeta Tau Alpha 
Date/Time: 11/8/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Dottie's Toffee
Cost: 
Details: Join the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha, TODAY for a percent night at Dottie's Toffee!
Take a break, grab some friends, and enjoy some ice cream ALL DAY. A portion of your
purchase will go to our philanthropy, Breast Cancer Education and Awareness, to help us





Date/Time: 11/8/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated TODAY from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m., in




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/8/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,





Date/Time: 11/8/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Pavilion (Greek Pavilion)
Cost: 
Details: Join APO for a beginners friendly yoga class! This is a part of our National
Service Week. This year's theme is Suicide Prevention on Campus. Yoga is one way to
take care of your mental health and unwind from a stressful day of classes! Bring a towel




Campus Outreach Weekly Meeting
Date/Time: 11/8/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Join us tonight at 9 p.m., as we continue through our series of The Beatitudes.
What did Jesus say is the character of a Christian? Game time, snacks, and hangout time







Questions & Queso 
Date/Time: 11/9/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Office of International Programs (Michael S. Brown Village Center)
Cost: Free
Details: Curious about study abroad? Like chips and queso? The Global Ambassadors
will be hosting "Questions & Queso", an informal (but informative) open advising hour
for any students interested in study abroad, on Nov. 9, 11 a.m. - 12 p.m. in the Office of





Date/Time: 11/9/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Kristen Abernathy, an associate professor of mathematics at Winthrop
University, is giving a talk on Examining Drug Resistant vs. Sensitive Tumor Cell
Populations with Immunotherapy & Chemotherapy. In this talk, we begin by exploring a
system of ordinary differential equations that models the transfer of drug resistance from
resistant to sensitive cancer cells via direct cell-to-cell contact. We then introduce an
immune response and chemotherapy, and establish conditions on treatment parameters in
the resulting system to ensure a globally stable cure state. We conclude with evidence of a
limit cycle and conjecture the existence of a Hopf bifurcation. A reception will precede




Light a Candle for Texas
Date/Time: 11/9/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's Amnesty International Chapter would like to mark the most recent
tragedy of the Texas Church Shooting with empathy and love for all the victims and
families involved. We are inviting the student body to a solemn candle-lighting on the
Seal of Old Main Thursday night, Nov. 9, at 7 p.m. Faculty, staff, and students will have
the opportunity to drop by the Seal and light a candle for the victims and stand in
solidarity against senseless acts of violence. 
solidarity against senseless acts of violence. 




Date/Time: 11/9/2017 9:20:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's first Fellowship of Christian Athletes meeting of the semester will be
filled with food, music, games, and a great message from head football coach, Mike





Date/Time: 11/10/2017 7:30:00 AM
Location: Snyder Field
Cost: Free
Details: I run because I am free! Please join me on my run and enjoy your freedom as
well. No running background is required. Please join me especially if I don't know you or




Attend the Study Abroad Fair on Nov. 14 
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study
Abroad Fair. Representatives from approved Wofford study abroad programs will be on-
hand to answer questions and provide further information on study abroad opportunities.
In addition, student attendees may participate in door prize drawings for different items,





Oxfam America: Hunger Banquet
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: In honor of Hunger and Homelessness Week the Center for Community-Based
Learning will be hosting a Hunger Banquet. Inviting you to take part in wonderful free
food, and great conversation with the people who help run the organizations that serve
food, and great conversation with the people who help run the organizations that serve






Want a FREE U.S. Passport?
Details: Any Wofford student interested in receiving a free U.S. passport book courtesy
of CIEE Study Abroad and the Office of International Prorgams is encouraged to indicate
their interest by contacting the Office of International Programs by Nov. 10. A limited
number of passport vouchers will be awarded on a "first-come-first-served" basis to
students that are U.S. citizens and first-time adult passport applicants. Contact





Details: Now that the cold weather has come around, you've probably walked outside
without a jacket and immediately wish you had brought one. Imagine living without warm
dorms, classrooms, or clothes to bundle yourself in. Many people here in Spartanburg
have to live that way and will face the uncertainty of a harsh winter. If you have anything
to spare please donate socks, jackets, hats, blankets, or mittens to donation bins placed in
the dorm halls. If you don't have anything to give on campus but have extra or old things
at home please make an effort to get them mailed to you and donate. We will be collecting
donations starting Nov. 1 - 15. These donations will go to women's shelters, old folks




Financial Aid Requirements & Registration
Details: As you are registering for the Spring semester, please remember that most
scholarships and financial aid have a yearly hours and GPA requirement. The Interim term
does count towards your yearly hours total. Summer school classes taken at Wofford also
count towards the 2017-2018 academic year, but please remember there are extra costs
associated with summer school. The Financial Aid Handbook
(www.wofford.edu/financialaid) is an excellent resource for scholarship requirements.




Hunger and Homelessness Week Nov. 11-19 
Details: Hunger and Homelessness Awareness Week is an annual program where people
come together across the country to draw attention to the problems of hunger and
homelessness! Be sure to check the daily announcements and the Center for Community-




Defend Human Rights with Bagels and Cider POSTPONED
Details: The Defend Humans Rights with Bagels and Cider Event by Wofford's Chapter
of Amnesty International has been POSTPONED to FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 11 a.m. -




Active Minds Meeting 
Details: Active Minds is an organization that is changing the conversation about mental
health on Wofford's campus. Are you interested in learning more? Come out Thursday




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: UPDATE FROM HUMAN RESOURCES: Updated open enrollment information
Date: November 8, 2017 at 4:19 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
FACULTY AND STAFF: This document provides the same information as you received
yesterday regarding open enrollment options for insurance and other benefits. Slight
changes have been made to the document that do not substantially change the information
you have received, except that we are attaching a PDF document with important information
and instructions for how to enroll in the Flexible Spending Account (FSA) benefit.
 
(If you have questions about this information, please DO NOT REPLY to this email.
Instead, email HR@wofford.edu or Rosa Bethea at bethearl@wofford.edu.)
 
WHAT:                2017 OPEN ENROLLMENT
WHEN:                Nov. 1, 2017, to Nov. 30, 2017
HR Availability:  Human Resources staff will be available Nov. 8, 9 and 10 in the back
conference room at Snyder House to assist. Please feel free to stop by!
 
What is open enrollment? Open enrollment is held every year, usually in the fall, and is the
timeframe in which employees who currently are enrolled in insurance or other benefit plans
have the opportunity to make changes in applicable plans. Open enrollment also is a good
time for employees to review their current benefits and beneficiary designations to ensure
employees have adequate coverage and that beneficiary designations are up to date.
 
Due to the recent change in provider from Unum to Sunlife, all forms are available by
contacting Human Resources at bethearl@wofford.edu. Completed forms need to be
received by the Office of Human Resources no later than Dec. 8, 2017. 
 
For questions, please contact the Office of Human Resources via email (HR@wofford.edu)
or contact Rosa Bethea (bethearl@wofford.edu / 864-597-4227).
 




Dental insurance (offered through SunLife Insurance) is available to all full-time1
employees, and eligible employees may enroll in the dental insurance plan every calendar
year at open enrollment regardless of current or past participation/enrollment (non-
enrollment). Additionally, if employees currently are enrolled in one of the two offered
plans and want to switch between the two plans, open enrollment is the opportunity to make
that change.
 
The dental insurance plan provides assistance for basic and major dental expenses. There are
two plans to choose from: (1) the Low Plan and the (2) High Plan. In addition to the
difference in premiums, the main difference between the Low Plan and the High Plan is that
the Low Plan does not include coverage for some major dental services (i.e., crowns, root
canals, periodontal work, etc.). Rates for 2018 remain unchanged from 2017 and are as
follows:
 









$28.51 $56.93 $67.84 $96.31
High Plan
$53.12 $106.29 $119.02 $172.12
 
Flexible Spending Account (FSA)
All full-time1 employees are eligible to enroll/participate in the Flexible Spending Account
(FSA) administered through Flores. The FSA enables employees to contribute monies
directly via payroll deductions on a pre-tax basis for medical/health care-related expenses
(i.e., deductibles, co-pays, eye glasses, contacts, laser eye surgery, etc.) and childcare
expenses. As such, a FSA has two parts: (1) medical and (2) childcare. Employees enrolling
in FSA may elect to enroll in just the medical or just the childcare or both. Participation in
the FSA requires online enrollment every calendar year and the link is
www.flores247.com .
For 2018, the maximum (pre-tax) contribution amounts allowed are $2,650 for medical
and up to $5,000* for childcare.
 
*The $5,000 childcare limit is restricted per the following:
                                                                                                                        Limit
Account holder is married and files a separate tax return                   $2,500
 
Account holder is married and files a joint tax return OR                   $5,000
files as single/head of household
 
In addition, maximum contributions to the childcare FSA may not exceed these earned income
limits:
 
!  For single account holders, the earned income limit is their salary excluding contributions to
their childcare FSA.
!  For married account holders, the earned income limit is the lesser of their salary excluding
contributions to their childcare FSA or their spouse's salary.
 
(See the attached document for FSA enrollment instructions.)
 
Voluntary Term Life Insurance and Accidental Death & Dismemberment Insurance
(AD&D)
Wofford offers term life insurance with accidental death and dismemberment (AD&D)
administered through SunLife, available to full-time1 employees and their dependents. The
college does not contribute (or pay toward) premiums for this plan. Coverage limits for each
category are as follows:
 
Term life insurance with accidental death and dismemberment (AD&D):
Term life insurance with accidental death and dismemberment (AD&D):
 
Employee:   Up to five (5) times base salary in increments of $10,000 (not to exceed $500,000)
 
Spouse:       Up to 100% of employee amount in increments of $5,000 (not to exceed $250,000)
 
Child:          Up to 100% of employee coverage amount in increments of $2,000 (not to exceed
$10,000*)
                    *The maximum death benefit for a child between the ages of live birth to 6 months is $1,000.
               *The maximum (purchased coverage) benefit is paid out from age 6 months to 19 OR age 26, if
child is a full-time student.
 
Accidental death and dismemberment (AD&D) schedule*:
·         Loss of life due to accident
·         Loss of one limb
·         Loss of sight of one eye
·         Loss of thumb and index finger of the same hand
·         Loss of speech and/or hearing
·         Paralysis (quadriplegia, paraplegia, hemiplegia)
 
*Benefit/payout percentage will differ per each category and/or classification.
 
If you enrolled for coverage within the first 31 days of your original contractual hire date,
but  did not purchase the maximum amount allowed for each category (employee, spouse,
child), then you are eligible to purchase additional coverage up to the maximum amounts
allowed through evidence of insurability2 at any time in the calendar year (including open
enrollment).
 
If you did not enroll for coverage within the first 31 days of your original hire date, then you
are eligible to purchase coverage up to the allowed maximum amounts for each category
(employee, spouse, child) through evidence of insurability2 ONLY during open enrollment.
 
Following is a quick summary of benefit plans and items you may want
to review during open enrollment.
 
Health Insurance
The Wofford health insurance plan is a self-funded plan administered through PAI and is
available to all full-time1 employees. Health insurance is only offered to eligible employees
at the time of hire, and they must elect (or decline) coverage within the first 30 days of their
start date. 
 
If you currently are enrolled in health insurance, now is a good time to review your
coverage and your qualifying dependents (if any). Current health insurance premiums are as
follows:
 
Note: Open enrollment is not an opportunity to elect or obtain health insurance coverage.
 


















$63 $425 $347 $557
Tier 4
$92,600 +
$95 $467 $378 $609














$14.77 $176.77 $145.38 $232.62
Tier 3
$63,801 +




Long-term care insurance assists with the cost for skilled home health care, assisted living
and private nursing home, if needed. Wofford provides a basic long-term care insurance
policy in the amount of $1,000/month benefit to full-time1 employees.
 
Employees with the basic long-term care insurance may apply to purchase additional
coverage for either employee only or family (family includes the employee’s parents and/or
spouse) through evidence of insurability. 
 
Retirement Planning
Wofford provides a 403(b) retirement savings plan through TIAA-CREF for all employees.
Participation is voluntary, and employees may enroll at any time throughout the calendar
year. Participating employees are eligible to make pre-tax contributions. The 2018
contribution limit is $18,500 (not including the age 50 “catch-up” contribution limit).
 




Once enrolled, to make pre-tax salary contributions, fill out a salary reduction agreement
and return to the Office of Human Resources.
and return to the Office of Human Resources.
 
Beneficiary Designations
Employees may assign different beneficiaries for any/all/each applicable insurance plan.
During open enrollment, it is advisable to review your beneficiary designations to confirm




1 Full-time is defined as salaried or hourly employees expected to work at least 30 hours or
more per week. 
 
2 Evidence of insurability is the insurance’s application process that may require the
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Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 9, 2017
Date: November 9, 2017 at 9:04 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu







Guest Speaker on Consumer Credit
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Light a Candle For Texas







Vote now! - 2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Want a FREE U.S. Passport?
Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Financial Aid Requirements & Registration
Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
Hunger and Homelessness Week Nov. 11-19
Active Minds Meeting
SENIORS: Get your Quotes in the Yearbook
Sarah Panzau Evans - Alcohol Speaker





Date/Time: 11/9/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Office of International Programs (Michael S. Brown Village Center)
Cost: Free
Details: Curious about study abroad? Like chips and queso? The Global Ambassadors
will be hosting "Questions & Queso", an informal (but informative) open advising hour
for any students interested in study abroad TODAY, 11 a.m. - 12 p.m., in the Office of





Date/Time: 11/9/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell Dining Hall
Cost: Free
Details: Come join RUF as we eat lunch together and fellowship. There's no agenda just





Date/Time: 11/9/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Today Kristen Abernathy, an associate professor of mathematics at Winthrop
University, is giving a talk on Examining Drug Resistant vs. Sensitive Tumor Cell
Populations with Immunotherapy & Chemotherapy. In this talk, we begin by exploring a
system of ordinary differential equations that models the transfer of drug resistance from
resistant to sensitive cancer cells via direct cell-to-cell contact. We then introduce an
immune response and chemotherapy, and establish conditions on treatment parameters in
the resulting system to ensure a globally stable cure state. We conclude with evidence of a
limit cycle and conjecture the existence of a Hopf bifurcation. A reception will precede




Guest Speaker on Consumer Credit
Date/Time: 11/9/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Prof. Todd Zywicki of the George Mason University School of Law will speak
on "The Not-So-Good-Old-Days of Consumer Credit" today at 4 p.m., in Leonard





Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/9/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga




Light a Candle For Texas
Date/Time: 11/9/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's Amnesty International Chapter would like to mark the most recent
tragedy of the Texas Church Shooting with empathy and love for all the victims and
families involved. We are inviting the student body to a solemn candle-lighting on the
Seal of Old Main Thursday night, Nov. 9, at 7 p.m. Faculty, staff, and students will have
the opportunity to drop by the Seal and light a candle for the victims and stand in




Stress Relief Crafts with APO
Date/Time: 11/9/2017 11:20:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: 
Details: Join the brothers of APO and make some stress relief crafts! We will be making
glitter calming jars, color some coloring pages, and making a "I am thankful for..." craft!
This is in conjunction with National Service Week. The theme this year is "Suicide







Date/Time: 11/10/2017 7:30:00 AM
Location: Snyder Field
Cost: Free
Details: I run because I am free! Please join me on my run and enjoy your freedom as
Details: I run because I am free! Please join me on my run and enjoy your freedom as
well. No running background is required. Please join me especially if I don't know you or





Date/Time: 11/10/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: FREE for First 10
Details: Join Muslim Students Association (MSA) to support our Wofford community
and talented Terriers at the Antigone play. "Wofford Theatre begins its inaugural season in
the beautiful new Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts with a tale of
indomitable courage lived out in the face of monolithic odds. In celebration of the
remarkable woman who lends her name to our new arts center, director Mark Ferguson
kicks off our 2017-18 Season of Justice with a fresh and startling take on Sophocles'
classic tragedy, Antigone, staged in the Jerome Johnson Richardson Theatre on Nov. 2-4
and 8-11. This haunting play tells the story of a kingdom ripped apart by civil war and
violent discord within its royal family. As a new king attempts to assert his sovereignty,
the power of the crown clashes with the strength of a fearless young woman's convictions.
Two and a half millennia after Antigone was first performed, its driving question is no
less relevant ? how do we enact justice in a world where what is right and what is law are
not always the same? Tickets are $15 for the general public, $12 for faculty and staff, and
$5 for Wofford students. Visit www.wofford.edu/boxoffice or the Wofford Theatre
Facebook page to reserve your seats for this unforgettable show!" First 10 people RSVP





Date/Time: 11/13/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Gray Jones Room, Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Ryan Johnson (Accounting, Business, and Finance) will present, "The
Financial Health of Small Colleges: Are the rumors of their demise grossly exaggerated?"
Abstract: Small, private colleges continue to face financial and competitive headwinds, as
well as dramatic demographic changes. Unprepared (or unlucky) institutions may face
cuts, mergers, mission distortion, or even closure. Some basic financial stress tests can
reveal much about the state of an institution's finances, but they don't tell the whole story.
Problems of strategy, scale, demographics, geography, deferred maintenance, and
misguided capital expenditures shed light on how some at risk-colleges fail, and how
others may be able to keep going without having to sell the President's home or their






Date/Time: 11/13/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Be sure to come out to Leonard Auditorium on Monday, Nov. 13, at 7:30 p.m. to
support your classmates as they compete in Wofford's annual talent show. It will be a fun-






Vote now! - 2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Details: The 2017 International Programs Photo Contest is open for voting! Students,
faculty, and staff can vote for their favorite photo on the Wofford International Programs
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/wocostudyabroad/ Voting closes on Friday,




Want a FREE U.S. Passport?
Details: Any Wofford student interested in receiving a free U.S. passport book courtesy
of CIEE Study Abroad and the Office of International Prorgams is encouraged to indicate
their interest by contacting the Office of International Programs by November 10. A
limited number of passport vouchers will be awarded on a "first-come-first-served" basis
to students that are U.S. citizens and first-time adult passport applicants. Contact




Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Details: The Salvation Army is in need of Bell Ringers for this holiday season. This
program starts on Nov. 10 and continues through Dec. 23. For more information on the




Financial Aid Requirements & Registration
Details: As you are registering for the Spring semester, please remember that most
Details: As you are registering for the Spring semester, please remember that most
scholarships and financial aid have a yearly hours and GPA requirement. The Interim term
does count towards your yearly hours total. Summer school classes taken at Wofford also
count towards the 2017-2018 academic year, but please remember there are extra costs
associated with summer school. The Financial Aid Handbook
(www.wofford.edu/financialaid) is an excellent resource for scholarship requirements.




Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
Details: Now through Dec. 5, Sigma Tau Delta, the English Honor's Society, will be
collecting books for local elementary schools. Collection boxes are placed in Burwell, and
on the 2nd and 3rd floors of Old Main (in the English wing). Any and all books will be




Hunger and Homelessness Week Nov. 11-19 
Details: Hunger and Homelessness Awareness Week is an annual program where people
come together across the country to draw attention to the problems of hunger and
homelessness! Be sure to check the daily announcements and the Center for Community-





Details: Active Minds is an organization that is changing the conversation about mental
health on Wofford's campus. Are you interested in learning more? Come out TODAY




SENIORS: Get your Quotes in the Yearbook 
Details: TAKES 30 SECONDS: This year the yearbook staff invites every senior to leave
your mark on Wofford by publishing your favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will
appear beneath your picture and can be funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want
(just keep it appropriate). We have limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two







Sarah Panzau Evans - Alcohol Speaker
Details: Please come to Leonard on Tuesday, Nov. 14, at 11 a.m., to hear Sarah's deeply





Arts Center Lot Restriction
Details: The Arts Center lot spaces in the middle row from the Memorial Auditorium Lot
entrance to the Middle entrance of the Carlisle lot will be reserved for the theater
presentation through Saturday, Nov. 11. Officers ask that anyone parked in these spaces
clear them by 4 p.m. Students may park in one of the 77 leased spaces in the auditorium




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE TO CAMPUS: Thanksgiving holiday schedule reminder
Date: November 9, 2017 at 4:08 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
TO:         Wofford Faculty, Staff and Students:
 
FROM:  Nayef Samhat, President
                Mike Sosulski, Provost
                Roberta Bigger, Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students
 
This is an important reminder that the official academic break for the Thanksgiving
holiday begins after classes end on Tuesday, Nov. 21. The residence halls will remain
open for sufficient time to accommodate Tuesday’s normally scheduled classes and
labs.
 
Faculty are expected to hold classes on the normal schedule for Monday and Tuesday
(Nov. 20 and 21), and student attendance is expected. As the academic calendar
indicates, no classes are scheduled for Wednesday, Nov. 22, in order to accommodate
travel for the Thanksgiving holiday. Classes will resume on Monday, Nov. 27.
 
Students should be aware that travel plans are not a valid reason for missing classes
and, in general, will not be credited as an accepted absence.
 
As previously announced, Wednesday, Nov. 22, is a college holiday for staff. Monday
and Tuesday (Nov. 20 and 21) will be normal work days for all staff, and college offices
will remain open until 5 p.m. both days. Regular work schedules and administrative
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Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 10, 2017
Date: November 10, 2017 at 9:17 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Defend Human Rights with Bagels and Cider: A Hole Lot of People Need Your
Help






Oxfam America: Hunger Banquet
Announcements
Want a FREE U.S. Passport?
Warm Hearts
Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Financial Aid Requirements & Registration
Hunger and Homelessness Week Nov. 11-19
Sarah Panzau Evans - Alcohol Speaker
Bookstore Requests YOUR Feedback




Defend Human Rights with Bagels and Cider: A Hole Lot of People Need Your Help
Date/Time: 11/10/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Defend Human Rights with Bagels and Cider: A Hole Lot of People Need Your
Help
Cost: Free
Details: Join Wofford College's Amnesty International Chapter on Nov. 10 from 11 a.m. -
1 p.m. on the Seal of Old Main to sign letters to help free Mahadine, a father facing a life
sentence in Chad for posting a Facebook video criticizing the government. Amnesty
International is a global and domestic movement with the goal of defending human rights
for all people, such as Mahadine. There will be hot apple cider and bagels for faculty,
students, and staff that come by to sign or handwrite a letter that will eventually be sent to





Weekend Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/10/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us TODAY: Tae Kwon Do @3:00, HIIT @4:00, Yoga @4:30, Ab-Lab
@5:00, Ballet Core @5:30, Zumba @6:00... SATURDAY: Boot Camp @11:30AM...





Date/Time: 11/10/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free for First 10
Details: Join Muslim Students Association (MSA) to support our Wofford community
and talented Terriers at the Antigone play. "Wofford Theatre begins its inaugural season in
the beautiful new Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts with a tale of
indomitable courage lived out in the face of monolithic odds. In celebration of the
remarkable woman who lends her name to our new arts center, director Mark Ferguson
kicks off our 2017-18 Season of Justice with a fresh and startling take on Sophocles'
classic tragedy, Antigone, staged in the Jerome Johnson Richardson Theatre on Nov. 2-4
and 8-11. This haunting play tells the story of a kingdom ripped apart by civil war and
violent discord within its royal family. As a new king attempts to assert his sovereignty,
the power of the crown clashes with the strength of a fearless young woman's convictions.
Two and a half millennia after Antigone was first performed, its driving question is no
less relevant ? how do we enact justice in a world where what is right and what is law are
not always the same? Tickets are $15 for the general public, $12 for faculty and staff, and
$5 for Wofford students. Visit www.wofford.edu/boxoffice or the Wofford Theatre
Facebook page to reserve your seats for this unforgettable show!" First 10 people RSVP







Date/Time: 11/13/2017 8:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come celebrate World Kindness Day on Monday with BALANCE, a new
campus initiative focused on health, wellness, and life balance. Stop by anytime between
8-11 a.m. at the seal of Old Main for a few minutes of self-love and self-care: We'll ask
you to write one thing that you love about yourself on our banner in exchange for a KIND





Date/Time: 11/13/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Be sure to come out to Leonard Auditorium on Monday, Nov. 13, at 7:30 p.m. to
support your classmates as they compete in Wofford's annual talent show. It will be a fun-




Study Abroad Fair 
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room 
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study
Abroad Fair. Representatives from the approved Wofford study abroad programs will be
on-hand to answer questions and provide further information on study abroad
opportunities. For more information about studying abroad at Wofford, see
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalprograms/. There will be fun, festivities, and prizes




Oxfam America: Hunger Banquet
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: In honor of Hunger and Homelessness Week the Center for Community-Based
Learning will be hosting a Hunger Banquet. Inviting you to take part in wonderful free
Learning will be hosting a Hunger Banquet. Inviting you to take part in wonderful free
food, and great conversation with the people who help run the organizations that serve






Want a FREE U.S. Passport
Details: Any Wofford student interested in receiving a free U.S. passport book courtesy
of CIEE Study Abroad and the Office of International Prorgams is encouraged to indicate
their interest by contacting the Office of International Programs by Nov. 10. A limited
number of passport vouchers will be awarded on a "first-come-first-served" basis to
students that are U.S. citizens and first-time adult passport applicants. Contact





Details: Now that the cold weather has come around, you've probably walked outside
without a jacket and immediately wish you had brought one. Imagine living without warm
dorms, classrooms, or clothes to bundle yourself in. Many people here in Spartanburg
have to live that way and will face the uncertainty of a harsh winter. If you have anything
to spare please donate socks, jackets, hats, blankets, or mittens to donation bins placed in
the dorm halls. If you don't have anything to give on campus but have extra or old things
at home please make an effort to get them mailed to you and donate. We will be collecting
donations starting Nov. 1 - 15. These donations will go to women's shelters, old folks




Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Details: The Salvation Army is in need of Bell Ringers for this holiday season. This
program starts on Nov. 10 and continues through Dec. 23. For more information on the




Financial Aid Requirements & Registration
Details: As you are registering for the Spring semester, please remember that most
scholarships and financial aid have a yearly hours and GPA requirement. The Interim term
does count towards your yearly hours total. Summer school classes taken at Wofford also
count towards the 2017-2018 academic year, but please remember there are extra costs
associated with summer school. The Financial Aid Handbook
(www.wofford.edu/financialaid) is an excellent resource for scholarship requirements.




Hunger and Homelessness Week Nov. 11-19 
Details: Hunger and Homelessness Awareness Week is an annual program where people
come together across the country to draw attention to the problems of hunger and
homelessness! Be sure to check the daily announcements and the Center for Community-




Sarah Panzau Evans - Alcohol Speaker
Details: Please come to Leonard Auditorium on Tuesday, Nov. 14 at 11 a.m. to hear





Bookstore Requests YOUR Feedback
Details: Your campus store team is committed to driving student success and enhancing
the campus experience. We are continuously trying to improve our services and want your
feedback. Please visit the following website to complete the survey:
https://www.campusstorefeedback.com/ The survey will be open through Nov. 26.




Club 51 Parking Lot CLOSED for Game Tonight
Details: The Club 51 parking lot (located at the top of Twitty Street behind and beside the
Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium; see the attached map) will be CLOSED for all home
men's basketball games, including TONIGHT'S game vs. the USC Gamecocks. All
vehicles left in the lot three hours before tip-off are subject to towing. For tonight's game,
that means the lot must be cleared by 4 p.m. today for the 7 p.m. tip-off. Parking will be
available in the Cumming Street lot across from the Indoor Stadium throughout the day.
Other home game dates are: Nov. 12, 18, 19; Dec. 6, 9; Jan. 4, 6, 10, 13, 20, 27, 29; and







Found: A sweatshirt and a black jacket were found in Olin 103. To claim them, if they are




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.

From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 13, 2017
Date: November 13, 2017 at 9:00 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu






Today's Fitness Class Schedule
From Pro-Football Player to Founder
Wofford's Got Talent
Freshman Bible Study, Campus Outreach
Upcoming Events
Study Abroad Fair
Kappa Delta and Kappa Sigma's Hot Chocolate Bar to Benefit Bridges of Hope
Oxfam America: Hunger Banquet
Philosophy Conference
From Spartanburg to Accra: My Journey in the Study of International Education
Lunch & Learn - Meg Peebles, '07 and Charlotte Atkinson '10
Gallery Talk: Whetsell Exhibition
LGBTQIA Ally Trainings
Announcements
Vote now! - 2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Warm Hearts
Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
Bookstore Requests YOUR Feedback
WOCOGIVE Food Drive





Date/Time: 11/13/2017 8:00:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Come celebrate World Kindness Day on Monday with BALANCE, a new
campus initiative focused on health, wellness, and life balance. Stop by anytime between
8 - 11 a.m. at the seal of Old Main for a few minutes of self-love and self-care: We'll ask
you to write one thing that you love about yourself on our banner in exchange for a KIND





Date/Time: 11/13/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Ryan Johnson (Accounting, Business, and Finance) will present, "The
Financial Health of Small Colleges: Are the rumors of their demise grossly exaggerated?"
Abstract: Small, private colleges continue to face financial and competitive headwinds, as
well as dramatic demographic changes. Unprepared (or unlucky) institutions may face
cuts, mergers, mission distortion, or even closure. Some basic financial stress tests can
reveal much about the state of an institution's finances, but they don't tell the whole story.
Problems of strategy, scale, demographics, geography, deferred maintenance, and
misguided capital expenditures shed light on how some at risk-colleges fail, and how
others may be able to keep going without having to sell the President's home or their




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/13/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




From Pro-Football Player to Founder
Date/Time: 11/13/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: RSRCA 112
Cost: Free
Details: Rahsaan Kearney, an ex-professional football player, used his grit off the field to
create a company that revolutionized orthopedic shoes for kids. Come hear about his






Date/Time: 11/13/2017 7:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Be sure to come out to Leonard Auditorium tonight at 7:30 p.m. to support your
classmates as they compete in Wofford's annual talent show. It will be a fun-filled night of




Freshman Bible Study, Campus Outreach
Date/Time: 11/13/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room, bottom floor of Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Join for a Bible study on "Craziest Things Jesus Said". Great snacks and hangout






Study Abroad Fair 
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room 
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study
Abroad Fair. Representatives from the approved Wofford study abroad programs will be
on-hand to answer questions and provide further information on study abroad
opportunities. For more information about studying abroad at Wofford, see
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalprograms/. There will be fun, festivities, and prizes




Kappa Delta and Kappa Sigma's Hot Chocolate Bar to Benefit Bridges of Hope 
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main 
Cost: Free 
Details: Come join Kappa Delta and Kappa Sigma for a Hot Chocolate Bar benefitting
Details: Come join Kappa Delta and Kappa Sigma for a Hot Chocolate Bar benefitting
Bridges of Hope. This event is apart of the school wide drive to raise money for hurricane
relief in Marathon Keys, FL. Come stop by to donate, earn points for your organization,
or just get some Hot Chocolate and learn about a great cause! We hope to see you there!! 
Contact: Mattie Weldon 
Email: weldonmm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 843-615-5681
Oxfam America: Hunger Banquet
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: In honor of Hunger and Homelessness Week the Center for Community-Based
Learning will be hosting a Hunger Banquet. Inviting you to take part in wonderful free
food, and great conversation with the people who help run the organizations that serve





Date/Time: 11/15/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Daniel Building 204
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Philosophy Department on Wednesday evening to hear our seniors give




From Spartanburg to Accra: My Journey in the Study of International Education
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium 
Cost: Free
Details: Regina Fuller (Wofford graduate, presidential scholar, Fulbright scholar, Ford
Foundation Fellow, University of Wisconsin PhD student, etc.) will be sharing her
amazing story in the study of international eduction. This event is part of the diversity
speaker series. All are welcome!
Contact: Dr. Ramon Galinanes
Email: galinanesr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4402
Lunch & Learn - Meg Peebles, '07 and Charlotte Atkinson '10
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for lunch at The Space and hear from alumnae Meg Peebles, '07 and
Charlotte Atkinson, '10 talk about their path from Wofford to their current positions with
Charlotte Atkinson, '10 talk about their path from Wofford to their current positions with
Global Endowment Management. GEM actively manages client assets through the pursuit
of varied and non-traditional investment opportunities to provide a long-term oriented,




Gallery Talk: Whetsell Exhibition
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free
Details: Join us on Thursday for a gallery talk by 2017 Whetsell Fellow Sheridan Kate
Murray, whose exhibit "Dying on the Vine" will be on display in the Richardson Family
Art Gallery until Dec. 21. This event is free and open to the public. Murray was inspired
to create this exhibit as she observed muscadine grapes growing on the vine during an
environmental studies lab at Wofford. Reflecting on her work, she says, "Depicted with
varying levels of control and tightness, the constancy of the organic muscadine-like forms
found in these pieces represents the consistent force of natural inspiration in my life, as
well as my continuous journey to coax myself into letting go and embracing chaos."
Designed to support and promote the visual arts at Wofford, the Whetsell Fellowship is a
summer fellowship established in 2006 by Dr. William O. Whetsell in memory of his





Date/Time: 11/28/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: This workshop, sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion and the
Presidential Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, promotes awareness and
understanding about the issues surrounding the LGBTQIA community. Workshops will be
offered twice to accommodate students' schedules: Nov. 28 and Nov. 30 (both from 11
a.m. - 12:30 p.m.). Lunch, including vegetarian options, will be provided! 





Vote now! - 2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Details: The 2017 International Programs Photo Contest is open for voting! Students,
faculty, and staff can vote for their favorite photo on the Wofford International Programs
faculty, and staff can vote for their favorite photo on the Wofford International Programs
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/wocostudyabroad/ Voting closes on Friday,





Details: Now that the cold weather has come around, you've probably walked outside
without a jacket and immediately wish you had brought one. Imagine living without warm
dorms, classrooms, or clothes to bundle yourself in. Many people here in Spartanburg
have to live that way and will face the uncertainty of a harsh winter. If you have anything
to spare please donate socks, jackets, hats, blankets, or mittens to donation bins placed in
the dorm halls. If you don't have anything to give on campus but have extra or old things
at home please make an effort to get them mailed to you and donate. We will be collecting
donations starting Nov. 1 - Nov. 15. These donations will go to women's shelters, old




Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Details: The Salvation Army is in need of Bell Ringers for this holiday season. This
program starts on Nov. 10 and continues through Dec. 23. For more information on the




Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
Details: Now through Dec. 5, Sigma Tau Delta, the English Honor's Society, will be
collecting books for local elementary schools. Collection boxes are placed in Burwell, and
on the 2nd and 3rd floors of Old Main (in the English wing). Any and all books will be




Bookstore Requests YOUR Feedback
Details: Your campus store team is committed to driving student success and enhancing
the campus experience. We are continuously trying to improve our services and want your
feedback. Please visit the following website to complete the survey:
https://www.campusstorefeedback.com/ The survey will be open through November 26.





Details: Starting Nov. 15, WOCOGIVE will have boxes located around campus asking
for your donations. As you see a box with the #WOCOGIVE, please donate a non-




Memorial Auditorium Parking Restriction for Nov. 14
Details: The auditorium will host a large event on Nov. 14 from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Management there has asked that Wofford students and employees not park in auditorium
spaces other than the College-leased spaces at the RSRCFTA lot entrance area.




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM CAMPUS SAFETY: Center for the Arts parking lot closing at noon Wednesday
Date: November 13, 2017 at 3:58 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To:          Wofford Campus Community
From:    Campus Safety
Re:         Center for the Arts parking lot closing  at noon Wednesday, Nov. 15
 
Campus Safety will close the parking lot of the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center
for the Arts at noon on Wednesday, Nov. 15, for an event sponsored by the Office of
the President. Employees and students must move their vehicles by noon; vehicles
remaining in the lot will be subject to towing. Vehicles may be moved to other parking
areas, including the spaces leased by Wofford in the Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium
parking lot or the parking lot between the soccer stadium and the baseball field.
Parking will resume in the Center for the Arts parking lot after 8 p.m. Wednesday.





Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J






Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 14, 2017
Date: November 14, 2017 at 8:52 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu







Sarah Panzau Evans - Alcohol Speaker
Kappa Delta and Kappa Sigma's Hot Chocolate Bar to Benefit Bridges of Hope
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Chipotle Percent Night
Wofford Student Business Market
UKirk
Upcoming Events
A Native American Communion
Oxfam America: Hunger Banquet
Philosophy Conference
From Spartanburg to Accra: My Journey in the Study of International Education
Lunch & Learn with Meg Peebles and Charlotte Atkinson
Inclusive Pedagogy Series - Workshop with Regina Fuller
MLLC Service and Civic Engagement Presentation Series
THRIVE Workshops Introduction





Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Need to clear spaces in RSRCA parking lot
Thanksgiving Feast Tonight in Burwell





Date/Time: 11/14/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: Bookstore
Cost: Price of merchandise
Details: Save big at the campus bookstore today and tomorrow for our November 2-Day
Sale! Take 25% off the following categories of clothing: outerwear, sweatshirts,
sweatpants, long sleeve t-shirts, cold weather accessories, and polos. Take 25% off the
following categories of gifts: backpacks, plastic drinkware, frames, and blankets! This is
the perfect chance to get some holiday shopping done early, and Terriers near and far can
take advantage of the savings -- deals are good online at woffordshop.com too! Contact





Date/Time: 11/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell/CLB/Milliken
Cost: Donation
Details: Spend a little, help a whole lot! As we enter the season of giving, it's important to
remember those in need in our community. Nov. 11-19 is National Hunger &
Homelessness Awareness Week and WOCOGIVE is holding a food drive to benefit our
local soup kitchen! Boxes will be set up in Burwell, Campus Life, and Milliken to take
donations of non-perishable items. So grab a few extra cans on your Walmart run or put





Study Abroad Fair 
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room 
Cost: Free
Details: Students interested in studying abroad should plan to attend the Wofford Study
Abroad Fair. Representatives from the approved Wofford study abroad programs will be
on-hand to answer questions and provide further information on study abroad
opportunities. For more information about studying abroad at Wofford, see
http://www.wofford.edu/internationalprograms/. There will be fun, festivities, and prizes




Sarah Panzau Evans - Alcohol Speaker
Sarah Panzau Evans - Alcohol Speaker
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Please come to Leonard Auditorium today, Nov. 14, at 11 a.m., to hear Sarah's





Kappa Delta and Kappa Sigma's Hot Chocolate Bar to Benefit Bridges of Hope 
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Seal of Old Main 
Cost: Free
Details: Come join Kappa Delta and Kappa Sigma for a Hot Chocolate Bar benefitting
Bridges of Hope. This event is apart of the school wide drive to raise money for hurricane
relief in Marathon Keys, FL. Come stop by to donate, earn points for your organization,




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga





Date/Time: 11/14/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Chipotle
Cost: 
Details: Go out tonight and get some delicious Chipotle to support the sisters of Kappa
Alpha Theta! Just mention you are there for the percent night and a portion of the
proceeds will go to our philanthropy CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates). Hope




Wofford Student Business Market
Date/Time: 11/14/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The front of Burwell
Location: The front of Burwell
Cost: Free
Details: Come out tonight from 5 - 6:30 p.m., for the first annual Wofford Student
Business Pop Up Market! Many different student businesses will be showcased and items
will be up for purchase!




Date/Time: 11/14/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: 2nd Pres
Cost: 
Details: UKirk this week will include worship and communion. Come join us for dinner
and a night of biblical study and music.





A Native American Communion
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Communion will be celebrated using Native American Liturgy on Wednesday
from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m., in Mickel Chapel, Main Building. Rev. Ron will be the




Oxfam America: Hunger Banquet
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: In honor of Hunger and Homelessness Week the Center for Community-Based
Learning will be hosting a Hunger Banquet. Inviting you to take part in wonderful free
food, and great conversation with the people who help run the organizations that serve






Date/Time: 11/15/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Daniel Building 204
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Philosophy Department Wednesday to hear our seniors give their




From Spartanburg to Accra: My Journey in the Study of International Education
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Regina Fuller (Wofford graduate, presidential scholar, Fulbright scholar, Ford
Foundation Fellow, University of Wisconsin PhD student, etc.) will be sharing her
amazing story in the study of international eduction. This event is part of the diversity
speaker series. All are welcome!
Contact: Dr. Ramon Galinanes
Email: galinanesr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4402
Lunch & Learn with Meg Peebles and Charlotte Atkinson
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for lunch at The Space and hear from alumnae Meg Peebles, '07 and
Charlotte Atkinson, '10 talk about their path from Wofford to their current positions with
Global Endowment Management. GEM actively manages client assets through the pursuit
of varied and non-traditional investment opportunities to provide a long-term oriented,




Inclusive Pedagogy Series - Workshop with Regina Fuller
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Continuing the Inclusive Pedagogy Series co-sponsored by the CIL and the
Diversity and Inclusion Committee, we'd like to invite all interested faculty and staff to
attend this workshop on inclusive pedagogy with Wofford graduate Regina Fuller ('11).
As a student at Wofford, Regina was involved with the Association of Multicultural
Students (AMS) and traveled as a Wofford Presidential International Scholar investigating
identity in the African Diaspora. She is currently completing her doctorate in Educational






MLLC Service and Civic Engagement Presentation Series
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Come see students from Modern Languages talk about their experiences
volunteering, serving, and working to positively impact communities in the Upstate and
beyond.This month features Emily Laney, Cady Barthe and Jenea Bowen, and Nicole
Schmidt. 




Date/Time: 11/16/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Wellness Center, Upstairs Conference Room
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us this Thursday to learn more about the THRIVE workshops. These
workshops are focused on helping you learn to lead your best life in many different ways.
Participants are invited to attend one, some, or all of the workshops. This first meeting
will provide an overview of the topics that we plan to cover, as well as providing the
opportunity for you to request certain topics that will be covered. Please email Kellie




Hunger & Homelessness Week: Poverty Simulation
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Converse College/ Barnett Room
Cost: Free
Details: Hunger and Homelessness Week is all about learning about those in our
community who are less fortunate. Those who are living poverty, in emergency shelters,
and struggling to meet their basic day to day needs. The Poverty Simulation gives you a






Date/Time: 11/16/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: MSBVC 104
Cost: Free
Details: The last business meeting of the James Fund will be this upcoming Thursday
evening at 7 p.m., in the Michael S. Brown Village Center Room 104. Portfolio teams will
evening at 7 p.m., in the Michael S. Brown Village Center Room 104. Portfolio teams will
make presentations on companies and securities to potentially trade - all are welcome and





Date/Time: 11/28/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: This workshop, sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion and the
Presidential Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, promotes awareness and
understanding about the issues surrounding the LGBTQIA community. Workshops will be
offered twice to accommodate students' schedules: Nov. 28 and Nov. 30 (both from 11
a.m. - 12:30 p.m.). Lunch, including vegetarian options, will be provided! 






Details: Now that the cold weather has come around, you've probably walked outside
without a jacket and immediately wish you had brought one. Imagine living without warm
dorms, classrooms, or clothes to bundle yourself in. Many people here in Spartanburg
have to live that way and will face the uncertainty of a harsh winter. If you have anything
to spare please donate socks, jackets, hats, blankets, or mittens to donation bins placed in
the dorm halls. If you don't have anything to give on campus but have extra or old things
at home please make an effort to get them mailed to you and donate. We will be collecting
donations starting Nov. 1 - 15. These donations will go to women's shelters, old folks




Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Details: Help bring a smile to a child's face on Christmas morning by participating in The
Salvation Army Angel Tree Program! How can you get involved this year? You can adopt
an angel at Westgate Mall starting on Thursday, Nov. 2 to Dec. 10, host a toy drive, or
host an Angel Tree in your workplace or church. This allows your employees and church
members to adopt an angel on site and bring their gifts to Westgate Mall or The Salvation
Army located at 40 Foster Street by Monday, Dec, 11. You can also volunteer in Santa's
Workshop and help prepare the bags for our community families or volunteer at the Angel
Tree located at Westgate Mall (Food Court entrance) starting on Nov, 2 - Dec. 11. Our
Tree located at Westgate Mall (Food Court entrance) starting on Nov, 2 - Dec. 11. Our
Angel Tree registration continues through the close of business on Nov. 10. This program
helps families in need provide Christmas gifts for children ages 0-12. For information on




Need to clear spaces in RSRCA parking lot
Details: Because of a major United Way event being hosted by the college on Wednesday
evening, Nov. 15, in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts, spaces in the
lot behind that building will need to be cleared by Wednesday at noon. Cars may be
returned to that lot after 8 p.m. that evening. The Memorial Auditorium lot will be




Thanksgiving Feast Tonight in Burwell
Details: Join us TONIGHT in Burwell as Wofford Culinary Services presents its
Thanksgiving Feast complete with roast turkey, smoked prime rib, Alaskan salmon with
cranberry pistachio sauce, tofurky, herb stuffing, roasted garlic mashed red skin potatoes,
sweet potato with marshmallows, wild rice cranberry pilaf, stuffed acorn squash, special
seasonal salads, and for dessert, ice cream (featuring seasonal favorites such as egg nog,
pumpkin and bourbon brown butter truffle), pumpkin pie, apple pie and much, much
more. Check out the complete menu attached. Hope to see you for this special feast. 
Contact: Stephan C. Baity, Director of Culinary Operations
Email: sbaity@avifoodsystems.com
Telephone/Extension: 4257
Wofford Activity Council's Winter Lighting 
Details: If you and your organization would like to be a part of this year's Winter Ligting






Found: A smart watch was turned in by housekeeping on 11-13-2017. It was retrieved
from the Richardson Indoor Arena. To pick up your watch call or come by and give a




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.






November 14, 2017 
- Roast Turkey 
- Smoked Prime Rib 
- Alaskan Salmon with Cranberry Pistachio Sauce  
 
- Herb Stuffing 
- Roasted Garlic Mashed Red Skin Potatoes 
- Sweet Potato with Marshmallows 
- Brown Butter, Citrus Corn  
- Roasted Asparagus 
Vegetarian & Vegan* 
- Tofurky 
- Vegetarian Quinoa Stuffing 
- Garlic Green Beans 
- Smashed Red Skin Potatoes 
- Wild Rice Cranberry Pilaf Stuffed Acorn Squash 
- Roasted Brussel Sprouts with Smoked Tempeh 
*Salad* 
- Full Bar 
- Composition Salad  
- Baby Greens with Gorgonzola, Cranberries, Pears /Walnut Vinaigrette 
- Broccoli Salad  
- Kale Salad with Granny Smith Apples, Toasted Pecan, Cranberries, and Goat Cheese/Honey Mustard Dressing 
- Winterfruit Salad with Lemon Poppyseed Dressing  
*Breads* 
- Bread Display  
- Butters, Homemade Apple Butter 
- Homemade Fruit Comp 
- Peanutbutter 
- Ciabatta 
- French Baguette 
- White Rolls/ Wheat Rolls 
- Multigrain Baguette 
- Fresh Naan Bread 





- Egg Nog 
- French Vanilla 
- Butter Pecan 
- Pumpkin 
- Bourbon Brown Butter Truffle 
- Midnight River Caramel 
*Desserts* 
- Pumpkin Pie 
- Apple Pie 
- Southern Pecan Pie 
- Sweet Potato 
*Bars* 
- Lemon 
- Caramel Apple 
- Meltaways 
- Chocolate Chunks 
- Gourmet Brown Bash 
*Cookies* 
- White Chocolate Macadamia 
- Chocolate Chip Pecan 
- Peanutbutter 
- Oatmeal Raisin 
*Hot Dessert* 
- Cinnamon Roll 
- Bread Pudding with Icing 









Subject: MESSAGE FROM IT HELP CENTER: Computer inventory check
Date: November 14, 2017 at 4:14 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Wofford Faculty and Staff:
 
In an effort to ensure that faculty and staff have up-to-date computer hardware, the IT Help
Center will perform an inventory check of the college’s computers over the next few months
(a.k.a. an “IT audit”). We will schedule these checks by department. This is a simple hardware
inventory and will not include the software or information on the computer. The check will let
us:
 
·         Verify counts of the college’s laptops, desktops and tablet computers.
·         Note the department/person assigned as well as building and room.
·         Check the computer’s make, model and serial number with our records.
·         Place a small service tag on the computer to simplify future inventory checks.
Your department chair/head soon will receive a proposed schedule for your department. We will
adjust our schedule if needed and will provide an option for college computers that are away
from campus. We appreciate your patience and understanding as we work to improve our ability
to best serve your technology needs.
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Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 15, 2017
Date: November 15, 2017 at 8:53 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Bookstore 2-Day Sale: Final Day
A Native American Communion
Create
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Oxfam America: Hunger Banquet
La mesa de espanol
Philosophy Conference
Delta House of Pancakes
"Generation StartUp" Documentary & Popcorn Bar
Campus Outreach Weekly Meeting
Upcoming Events
Interim Travel/Study Pre-Departure Orientation
Lunch & Learn - Global Endowment Management
THRIVE Workshops Introduction
Hunger & Homelessness Week: Poverty Simulation
Women's Basketball Home Opener





Vote now! - 2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Warm Hearts - FINAL DAY
Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
WOCOGIVE Food Drive
Need to move cars from RSRCA parking lot
LIVE: Chronic Illness Meeting
Admissions Summer Internship Application





Bookstore 2-Day Sale: Final Day
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 9:00:00 AM
Location: Bookstore
Cost: Price of merchandise
Details: Save big at the campus bookstore for the FINAL DAY our November 2-Day
Sale! Take 25% off the following categories of clothing: outerwear, sweatshirts,
sweatpants, long sleeve t-shirts, cold weather accessories, and polos. Take 25% off the
following categories of gifts: backpacks, plastic drinkware, frames, and blankets! This is
the perfect chance to get some holiday shopping done early, and Terriers near and far can
take advantage of the savings -- deals are good online at woffordshop.com too! Contact




A Native American Communion
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated using Native American Liturgy TODAY
from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m., in Mickel Chapel, Main Building. Rev. Ron will be the





Date/Time: 11/15/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: RSRC Rm 128
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for a time of Thankfulness. Come and create a thankfulness box. Or enjoy
coloring for your relaxation. 
Contact: Lisa Lefebvre 
Email: lefebvrelm@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4370
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,
Cardio Dance Blast @7:00!




Oxfam America: Hunger Banquet
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: In honor of Hunger and Homelessness Week the Center for Community-Based
Learning will be hosting a Hunger Banquet. Inviting you to take part in wonderful free
food, and great conversation with the people who help run the organizations that serve




La mesa de espanol
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: The Galleria in the Michael S. Brown Village Center
Cost: Free
Details: Want to practice your Spanish in a relaxed setting? Stop by The Galleria today
from 5 - 5:45 p.m., for the opportunity to chat in Spanish with our international visiting






Date/Time: 11/15/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Daniel Building 204
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Philosophy Department this evening to hear our seniors give their




Delta House of Pancakes
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Pavilion (Greek Pavilion)
Cost: 
Details: Join the sisters of Delta Delta Delta for all you can eat pancakes from 6 - 9 p.m.
at the Greek Pavilion. All proceeds benefit the kids at St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital! Tickets are $5 per sale from any sister, $7 at the door and $10 for pancake





"Generation StartUp" Documentary & Popcorn Bar
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Generation Startup takes us to the front lines of entrepreneurship in America,
capturing the struggles and triumphs of six recent college graduates who put everything
on the line to build startups in Detroit. Shot over 17 months, it's an honest, in-the-trenches
look at what it takes to launch a startup. Directed by Academy Award winner Cynthia
Wade and award-winning filmmaker Cheryl Miller Houser, the film celebrates risk-
taking, urban revitalization, and diversity while delivering a vital call-to-action -- with




Campus Outreach Weekly Meeting
Date/Time: 11/15/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: What did Jesus say is the character of a Christian? Join us tonight as we look at







Interim Travel/Study Pre-Departure Orientation
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: This pre-departure orientation session will cover important health and safety
information to prepare students for their upcoming international Interim travel/study
programs. All students who will be participating in an international Interim 2018
travel/study program are encouraged to attend!
Contact: Office of International Programs
Email: internationalprograms@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4027
Lunch & Learn - Global Endowment Management
Lunch & Learn - Global Endowment Management
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for lunch at The Space and hear from alumnae Meg Peebles, '07 and
Charlotte Atkinson, '10 talk about their path from Wofford to their current positions with
Global Endowment Management. GEM actively manages client assets through the pursuit
of varied and non-traditional investment opportunities to provide a long-term oriented,





Date/Time: 11/16/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Wellness Center, Upstairs Conference Room
Cost: Free
Details: Please join us tomorrow to learn more about the THRIVE workshops. These
workshops are focused on helping you learn to lead your best life in many different ways.
Participants are invited to attend one, some, or all of the workshops. This first meeting
will provide an overview of the topics that we plan to cover, as well as providing the
opportunity for you to request certain topics that will be covered. Please email Kellie




Hunger & Homelessness Week: Poverty Simulation
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Converse College/ Barnett Room
Cost: Free
Details: Hunger and Homelessness Week is all about learning about those in our
community who are less fortunate. Those who are living poverty, in emergency shelters,
and struggling to meet their basic day to day needs. The Poverty Simulation gives you a





Women's Basketball Home Opener
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Join us for Wofford Women's Basketball's first home game inside the brand new
Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium! The Terriers host Southern Wesleyan on Thursday at 7





Chasing Rainbows (Running Club)
Date/Time: 11/17/2017 7:30:00 AM
Location: Snyder Field
Cost: Free
Details: I run because I can! Please join the running club and enjoy your freedom. No
running background is required. Please join if you would like to start off your day





Date/Time: 11/17/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 204
Cost: Free
Details: Stop by the Math Department this Friday, Nov. 17, between 2 and 3 p.m., for





Date/Time: 11/17/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III Basketball court
Cost: Free
Details: Come hang out with us from 8pm-midnight. We welcome everyone and would






Date/Time: 11/28/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: This workshop, sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion and the
Presidential Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, promotes awareness and
understanding about the issues surrounding the LGBTQIA community. Workshops will be
offered twice to accommodate students' schedules: November 28 and November 30 (both
from 11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.). Lunch, including vegetarian options, will be provided! 





Vote now! - 2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Details: The 2017 International Programs Photo Contest is open for voting! Students,
faculty, and staff can vote for their favorite photo on the Wofford International Programs
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/wocostudyabroad/ Voting closes on Friday,




Warm Hearts - FINAL DAY
Details: Now that the cold weather has come around, you've probably walked outside
without a jacket and immediately wish you had brought one. Imagine living without warm
dorms, classrooms, or clothes to bundle yourself in. Many people here in Spartanburg
have to live that way and will face the uncertainty of a harsh winter. If you have anything
to spare please donate socks, jackets, hats, blankets, or mittens to donation bins placed in
the dorm halls. If you don't have anything to give on campus but have extra or old things
at home please make an effort to get them mailed to you and donate. We will be collecting
donations starting Nov. 1 - 15. These donations will go to women's shelters, old folks




Salvation Army in need of Bell Ringers
Details: The Salvation Army is in need of Bell Ringers for this holiday season. This
program starts on Nov. 10 and continues through Dec. 23. For more information on the




Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
Details: Now through Dec. 5, Sigma Tau Delta, the English Honor's Society, will be
collecting books for local elementary schools. Collection boxes are placed in Burwell, and
on the 2nd and 3rd floors of Old Main (in the English wing). Any and all books will be





Details: Starting Nov. 15, WOCOGIVE will have boxes located around campus asking
Details: Starting Nov. 15, WOCOGIVE will have boxes located around campus asking
for your donations. As you see a box with the #WOCOGIVE, please donate a non-




Need to move cars from RSRCA parking lot
Details: Because of a major United Way event being hosted by the college on tonight,
November 15 in the Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts, spaces in the lot
behind that building will need to be cleared by Wednesday at noon. Cars may be returned
to that lot after 8:00 pm that evening. The Memorial Auditorium lot will be available for




LIVE: Chronic Illness Meeting
Details: Come meet people with similar obstacles and collaborate on how to overcome
these obstacles! We will meet in the upstairs conference room in the Wellness Center this




Admissions Summer Internship Application
Details: The Summer Internship Program in the Office of Admission is designed to
provide a professional experience for current Wofford College students. A group of
interns will serve as representatives of the College and are expected to lead daily tours
throughout the week and facilitate on-campus events. In addition to tours and event days,
the interns will also work on group projects throughout the summer. The projects will
address specific needs of the Office of Admission and will be designed to challenge the
interns while aiding the Admissions Office in its recruitment efforts. This is a paid
position and summer housing is provided. The application link is below.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdt6j6wzRYq9VYJDZJz-
qwUSkX3pb0yaSAP3x0klYxWAx4HEQ/viewform
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131 
SENIORS: Get your quotes in the yearbook! MANY ALREADY HAVE
Details: You don't want to miss out on this! TAKES 30 SECONDS: This year the
yearbook staff invites every senior to leave your mark on Wofford by publishing your
favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your picture and can be
funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it appropriate). We have
limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences (think of it as a tweet).







For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 16, 2017
Date: November 16, 2017 at 9:11 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Interim 2018 Travel/Study Pre-Departure Orientation
Thanksgiving Food Drive
Inclusive Pedagogy Series - Workshop with Regina Fuller
Spend your summer working in Tanzania or Arizona
UKirk at the Table
LIVE: Chronic Illness Meeting
MLLC Service and Civic Engagement Presentation Series
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Canceled: THRIVE
Hunger & Homelessness Week: Poverty Simulation
DHOP
Gallery Talk: Whetsell Exhibit
Dia de los Muertos Celebration
Upcoming Events
Chasing Rainbows (Running Club)
Math Tea
Finite
LGBTQIA Ally Training -RSVP Requested
Announcements
Want to Study or Intern Abroad this Summer or next Fall?
Vote now! - 2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Bookstore Requests YOUR Feedback
Wofford Admissions Summer Internship




Interim 2018 Travel/Study Pre-Departure Orientation
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: This pre-departure orientation session will cover important health and safety
information to prepare students for their upcoming international Interim travel/study
programs. All students who will be participating in an international Interim 2018
travel/study program are encouraged to attend!




Date/Time: 11/16/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Burwell/CLB/Milliken
Cost: Donations
Details: Spend a little, help a whole lot! As we enter the Season of Giving, it's important
to remember those in need in our community. Nov. 11-19 is National Hunger &
Homelessness Awareness Week and WOCOGIVE is holding a food drive to benefit our
local soup kitchen! Boxes will be set up in Burwell, Campus Life, and Milliken all week
to take donations of non-perishable items. So grab a few extra cans on your Walmart run





Inclusive Pedagogy Series - Workshop with Regina Fuller
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: Gray-Jones Room
Cost: Free
Details: Continuing the Inclusive Pedagogy Series co-sponsored by the CIL and the
Diversity and Inclusion Committee, we'd like to invite all interested faculty and staff to
attend this workshop on inclusive pedagogy with Wofford graduate Regina Fuller ('11).
As a student at Wofford, Regina was involved with the Association of Multicultural
Students (AMS) and traveled as a Wofford Presidential International Scholar investigating
identity in the African Diaspora. She is currently completing her doctorate in Educational





Spend your summer working in Tanzania or Arizona
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space 
Cost: 
Cost: 





UKirk at the Table
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: 
Details: Grab your lunch and come join Rae and Landon. No agenda. No explanations.
Just good conversation and fun with your Ukirk friends!
Contact: Mary Kathryn McGregor
Email: mcgregormm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-818-8887
LIVE: Chronic Illness Meeting
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Wellness Center upstairs conference room
Cost: Free (bring your lunch)
Details: Come meet people dealing with similar obstacles and collaborate on how to




MLLC Service and Civic Engagement Presentation Series
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 101
Cost: Free
Details: Come see students from Modern Languages talk about their experiences
volunteering, serving, and working to positively impact communities in the Upstate and
beyond.This month features Emily Laney, Cady Barthe and Jenea Bowen, and Nicole
Schmidt. 
Contact: Dr. Amanda Matousek
Email: matousekal@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4505
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga






Date/Time: 11/16/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Wellness Center
Cost: Free
Details: The THRIVE workshop for today will be rescheduled for a later date. If you are




Hunger & Homelessness Week: Poverty Simulation
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Converse College/ Barnett Room
Cost: Free
Details: Hunger and Homelessness Week is all about learning about those in our
community who are less fortunate. Those who are living poverty, in emergency shelters,
and struggling to meet their basic day to day needs. The Poverty Simulation gives you a






Date/Time: 11/16/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Family Pavilion (Greek Pavilion)
Cost: $7
Details: Join Delta Delta Delta for all you can eat pancakes! Tickets are $5 if you buy
from a sister before the event and $7 at the door. For $10, you can be a participant in our
pancake eating contest, and this $10 includes your ticket and entry fee. All proceeds




Gallery Talk: Whetsell Exhibit
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts
Cost: Free
Details: Join us tonight for a gallery talk by 2017 Whetsell Fellow Sheridan Kate Murray,
whose exhibit "Dying on the Vine" will be on display in the Richardson Family Art
Gallery until Dec. 21. This event is free and open to the public. Murray was inspired to
create this exhibit as she observed muscadine grapes growing on the vine during an
environmental studies lab at Wofford. Reflecting on her work, she says, "Depicted with
varying levels of control and tightness, the constancy of the organic muscadine-like forms
found in these pieces represents the consistent force of natural inspiration in my life, as
found in these pieces represents the consistent force of natural inspiration in my life, as
well as my continuous journey to coax myself into letting go and embracing chaos."
Designed to support and promote the visual arts at Wofford, the Whetsell Fellowship is a
summer fellowship established in 2006 by Dr. William O. Whetsell in memory of his




Dia de los Muertos Celebration
Date/Time: 11/16/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Seal of Old Main
Cost: Free
Details: Time to honor your death in a traditional Hispanic way! Join us to light a candle
to honor your dead. We will be sharing drinks, S'mores, brownies, drinks, and telling






Chasing Rainbows (Running Club) 
Date/Time: 11/17/2017 7:30:00 AM
Location: Snyder Field
Cost: Free
Details: I run because I can! Please join the running club and enjoy your freedom. No
running background is required. Please join if you would like to start off your day





Date/Time: 11/17/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 204
Cost: Free
Details: Stop by the Math Department this Friday, Nov. 17, between 2 and 3 p.m., for





Date/Time: 11/17/2017 8:00:00 PM
Date/Time: 11/17/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III Basketball court
Cost: Free





LGBTQIA Ally Training -RSVP Requested
Date/Time: 11/28/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free/RSVP Requested
Details: This student workshop, sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion and
the Presidential Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, promotes awareness and
understanding about the issues surrounding the LGBTQIA community. Lunch for student
attendees, including vegetarian options, will be provided! To attend, please RSVP to
Dylan Lawing (lawingdr@wofford.edu) by Nov. 27! Trainings will be offered twice, Nov.
28 and Nov. 30 (11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.), to accommodate students' schedules. 





Want to Study or Intern Abroad this Summer or next Fall? 
Details: Students interested in studying and/or interning abroad this summer or next fall
are encouraged to schedule a 30-minute advising appointment with an International





Vote now! - 2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Details: The 2017 International Programs Photo Contest is open for voting! Students,
faculty, and staff can vote for their favorite photo on the Wofford International Programs
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/wocostudyabroad/ Voting closes on Friday,




Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Details: Help bring a smile to a child's face on Christmas morning by participating in The
Salvation Army Angel Tree Program! How can you get involved this year? You can adopt
an angel at Westgate Mall starting on Thursday, Nov. 2 to Dec. 10, host a toy drive, or
host an Angel Tree in your workplace or church. This allows your employees and church
members to adopt an angel on site and bring their gifts to Westgate Mall or The Salvation
Army located at 40 Foster Street by Monday, Dec. 11. You can also volunteer in Santa's
Workshop and help prepare the bags for our community families or volunteer at the Angel
Tree located at Westgate Mall (Food Court entrance) starting on Nov. 2 - Dec. 11. Our
Angel Tree registration continues through the close of business on Nov. 10. This program
helps families in need provide Christmas gifts for children ages 0-12. For information on




Bookstore Requests YOUR Feedback
Details: Your campus store team is committed to driving student success and enhancing
the campus experience. We are continuously trying to improve our services and want your
feedback. Please visit the following website to complete the survey:
https://www.campusstorefeedback.com/ The survey will be open through November 26.




Wofford Admissions Summer Internship
Details: The Summer Internship Program in the Office of Admission is designed to
provide a professional experience for current Wofford College students. A group of
interns will serve as representatives of the College and are expected to lead daily tours
throughout the week and facilitate on-campus events. In addition to tours and event days,
the interns will also work on group projects throughout the summer. The projects will
address specific needs of the Office of Admission and will be designed to challenge the
interns while aiding the Admissions Office in its recruitment efforts. This is a paid
position and summer housing is provided. The application link is below.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdt6j6wzRYq9VYJDZJz-
qwUSkX3pb0yaSAP3x0klYxWAx4HEQ/viewform
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
Active Shooter Training Offered
Details: Campus Safety will offer active shooter response training for faculty, staff and
students at 2 p.m. on Friday, Nov. 17, in the Anna Todd Wofford Center. This training is




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Friday, November 17, 2017
Date: November 17, 2017 at 9:10 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu





Active Shooter Response Training
Celebrity Chef Baity - Food Carving and Talk
Weekend Fitness Class Schedule!
Upcoming Events
Chemistry Internships
Finance and Accounting Internships
Freshman Bible Study, Campus Outreach
Spend your summer in Tanzania or Arizona
American Credit Acceptance (ACA) Business Analyst Program Info Session
LGBTQIA Ally Trainings! RSVP Requested
Announcements
Voting ends TODAY! - 2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
Winter Lighting Tree Decorating





Date/Time: 11/17/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 204
Cost: Free
Details: Stop by the Math Department today between 2 and 3 for cake, snacks, tea and to





Active Shooter Response Training 
Date/Time: 11/17/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: Free
Details: Campus Safety will offer active shooter response training for faculty, staff and
students at 2 p.m. today, Friday, Nov. 17, in the Anna Todd Wofford Center. This training





Celebrity Chef Baity - Food Carving and Talk
Date/Time: 11/17/2017 2:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Come see Wofford's own Chef Stephan Baity (as seen on Food Network' "Cake





Weekend Fitness Class Schedule!
Date/Time: 11/17/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: free
Details: Join us TODAY: Tae Kwon Do @3:00, HIIT @4:00, Yoga @4:30, Ab-Lab
@5:00, Ballet Core @5:30, Zumba @6:00. SATURDAY: Boot Camp @11:00am.







Date/Time: 11/20/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: 
Details: Milliken is offering PAID chemistry internships for summer 2018.
Representatives will be in The Space Monday, Nov. 20, at 5:30 p.m. to talk about these




Finance and Accounting Internships
Date/Time: 11/20/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: 
Details: Milliken is offering PAID finance and accounting internships for summer 2018.
Representatives will be on campus Monday, Nov. 20, at 5:30 p.m. to talk about these




Freshman Bible Study, Campus Outreach
Date/Time: 11/20/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: Gray Jones (below Burwell)
Cost: N/A
Details: Join us on Monday for a Friendsgiving celebration! We'll spend the time playing
games, enjoying desserts (so come with a little appetite), and hanging out. Bring a friend




Spend your summer in Tanzania or Arizona
Date/Time: 11/21/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Stop by The Space to learn more about how to spend your summer working in





American Credit Acceptance (ACA) Business Analyst Program Info Session
Date/Time: 11/27/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Attention, Graduating Seniors! American Credit Acceptance (ACA) is seeking
highly motivated college students who are eager to build a long-term career within its
organization. Business analysts are placed in a 24-month rotational training program to
become educated on ACA's business and the auto finance industry through hands-on
learning experiences while making real contributions to business decisions. Plan to attend
the information session Monday, Nov. 27, at 5:30 p.m. Contact John Coleman with
the information session Monday, Nov. 27, at 5:30 p.m. Contact John Coleman with




LGBTQIA Ally Trainings! RSVP Requested
Date/Time: 11/28/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free/RSVP Requested
Details: This student workshop, sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion and
the Presidential Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, promotes awareness and
understanding about the issues surrounding the LGBTQIA community. Lunch for student
attendees, including vegetarian options, will be provided! To attend, please RSVP to
Dylan Lawing (lawingdr@wofford.edu) by Nov. 27! Training will be offered twice, Nov.
28 and Nov. 30 (11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.), to accommodate students' schedules. 





Voting ends TODAY! - 2017 International Programs Photo Contest
Details: The 2017 International Programs Photo Contest is open for voting! Students,
faculty and staff can vote for their favorite photo on the Wofford International Programs





Sigma Tau Delta Book Drive
Details: Now through Dec. 5, Sigma Tau Delta, the English Honor Society, will be
collecting books for local elementary schools. Collection boxes are placed in Burwell, and
on the 2nd and 3rd floors of Main Building (in the English wing). Any and all books will




Winter Lighting Tree Decorating 
Details: It's the most wonderful time of the year! Winter Lighting is scheduled for Nov.
28, and Wofford Activities Council is going to have a tree decorating contest again this
year!! Please sign up on the link provided if you are interested! All organizations are
encouraged to participate! https://goo.gl/forms/rT5tW6sTOQFYt0Hb2 




Leadership Wofford now accepting applications!
Details: Leadership Wofford is a four-week series focused on providing students with
practical and applicable training to help them become strong and effective leaders. This
leadership series is an opportunity for students to explore their leadership values while
gaining additional skills to use in their career paths. Leadership Wofford will be held on
each Tuesday in January starting Jan. 9 from 4:30 - 7:30 p.m. To apply Visit:





For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: NayefandPremaSamhat NayefandPremaSamhat@wofford.edu
Subject: WOFFORD FACULTY AND STAFF: You're invited to Festive Friday - Dec. 8, 4-6 p.m. at the President's Home!
Date: November 17, 2017 at 9:29 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: FACULTY AND STAFF: Tickets to Wofford-USC football game tomorrow available
Date: November 17, 2017 at 11:12 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To: Faculty and Staff
 
Wofford Athletics Recreation (WAR) has a limited number of tickets for tomorrow’s football
game at South Carolina. If you would like to purchase tickets, please come to the Student
Affairs lobby before 5 p.m. today.
 





Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J






Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 20, 2017
Date: November 20, 2017 at 9:03 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Thankful For Our Rights
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Freshman Bible Study, Campus Outreach
Upcoming Events
UKirk Movie Night
America Credit Acceptance (ACA) Business Analyst Program for graduating
Seniors
Get Fit with Panhellenic
LGBTQIA Ally Trainings! RSVP Requested
Wofford College Gospel Choir Fall Concert
Announcements
Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Wofford Admission Summer Internship
Leadership Wofford-now accepting applications
Winter Lighting Tree Decorating
2017 International Programs Photo Contest Winners
Celebrate an International Day of Philanthropy with The Benefactors




Thankful For Our Rights
Date/Time: 11/20/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Seal of Main Building
Cost: Free
Details: Take a moment this Thanksgiving season to be thankful for your rights.
Wofford's Amnesty International Chapter will be out on the Seal of Old Main from 12 to 1





Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/20/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




Freshman Bible Study, Campus Outreach
Date/Time: 11/20/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: Gray Jones (below Burwell)
Cost: Free
Details: Join us tonight for a Friendsgiving celebration! We'll spend the time playing
games, enjoying desserts (so come with a little appetite), and hanging out. Bring a friend







Date/Time: 11/21/2017 6:20:00 PM
Location: NCG
Cost: Free
Details: Are you doing anything Tuesday night? Meet at NCG at 6:20 p.m., to see The
Star. And the best part? Your ticket will be paid for!
Contact: Mary Kathryn McGregor
Email: mcgregormm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-818-8887
America Credit Acceptance (ACA) Business Analyst Program for graduating
Seniors
Date/Time: 11/27/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Attention, Graduating Seniors! American Credit Acceptance (ACA) is seeking
Details: Attention, Graduating Seniors! American Credit Acceptance (ACA) is seeking
highly motivated college students who are eager to build a long-term career within its
organization. Business analysts are placed in a 24-month rotational training program to
become educated on ACA's business and the auto finance industry through hands-on
learning experiences while making real contributions to business decisions. Plan to attend
the information session Monday, Nov. 27, at 5:30 p.m. Contact John Coleman with




Get Fit with Panhellenic
Date/Time: 11/27/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Andrews Field House 
Cost: 
Details: Come out and get fit with the Panhellenic Council during our exercise social!
You will have an opportunity to experience four different exercise routines as well as get
to meet sisters in all four sororities on campus. Put on your workout clothes, grab a yoga




LGBTQIA Ally Trainings! RSVP Requested
Date/Time: 11/28/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free/RSVP Requested
Details: This student workshop, sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion and
the Presidential Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, promotes awareness and
understanding about the issues surrounding the LGBTQIA community. Lunch for student
attendees, including vegetarian options, will be provided! To attend, please RSVP to
Dylan Lawing (lawingdr@wofford.edu) by Nov. 27! Trainings will be offered twice, Nov.
28 and Nov. 30 (11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.), to accommodate students' schedules. 
Contact: Office of Diversity and Inclusion
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Wofford College Gospel Choir Fall Concert
Date/Time: 12/2/2017 5:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Wofford College Gospel Choir for our end of the semester
concert! The event is FREE and open to the Wofford and Spartanburg community. Please






Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Details: Help bring a smile to a child's face on Christmas morning by participating in The
Salvation Army Angel Tree Program! How can you get involved this year? You can adopt
an angel at Westgate Mall starting on Thursday, Nov. 2 to Dec. 10, host a toy drive, or
host an Angel Tree in your workplace or church. This allows your employees and church
members to adopt an angel on site and bring their gifts to Westgate Mall or The Salvation
Army located at 40 Foster Street by Monday, Dec. 11, 2017. You can also volunteer in
Santa's Workshop and help prepare the bags for our community families or volunteer at
the Angel Tree located at Westgate Mall (Food Court entrance) starting on Nov. 2 - Dec.
11. This program helps families in need provide Christmas gifts for children ages 0-12.





Wofford Admission Summer Internship
Details: The Summer Internship Program in the Office of Admission is designed to
provide a professional experience for current Wofford College students. A group of
interns will serve as representatives of the College and are expected to lead daily tours
throughout the week and facilitate on campus events. In addition to tours and event days,
the interns will also work on group projects throughout the summer. The projects will
address specific needs of the Office of Admission and will be designed to challenge the
interns while aiding the Admissions Office in its recruitment efforts. This is a paid
position and summer housing is provided.The link to apply is attached below.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdt6j6wzRYq9VYJDZJz-
qwUSkX3pb0yaSAP3x0klYxWAx4HEQ/viewform
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: Jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131 
Leadership Wofford-now accepting applications!
Details: Leadership Wofford is a four week series focused on providing students with
practical and applicable training to help them become strong and effective leaders. This
leadership series is an opportunity for students to explore their leadership values while
gaining additional skills to use in their career path. Leadership Wofford will be held on
each Tuesday in January starting Jan. 9, from 4:30 - 7:30 p.m. To apply Visit:





Winter Lighting Tree Decorating 
Details: It's the most wonderful time of the year! Winter Lighting is scheduled for Nov.
28, and Wofford Activities Council is going to have a tree decorating contest again this
year!! Please sign up on the link below if you are interested! All organizations are




2017 International Programs Photo Contest Winners
Details: Many thanks to all the students that participated in the 2017 International
Programs Photo Contest! Special congratulations to the winning student photographers:
Hanna Alexander (first prize) and Madeline Labovitz (honorable mention)! To view all




Celebrate an International Day of Philanthropy with The Benefactors
Details: #GivingTuesday is next Tuesday, Nov. 28 and the Wofford community is
participating for the third year in a row with our very own #WoCoGivingTuesday.
Whether you're passionate about student experiences, scholarship support, athletics,
meeting the greatest needs of the college, or anything in between, your gift is a
demonstration of your commitment to Wofford College. Gifts such as yours increase the
value of your degree and impact every aspect of the Wofford experience! To donate and
learn more, visit the Giving Tuesday website! >> www.wofford.edu/givingtuesday/ 
Contact: Alex H. North
Email: northah@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4196
Deloitte Consulting Resume Drop for current Juniors
Details: Attention Juniors. Are you interested in working for Deloitte after you graduate
from Wofford? Deloitte is starting to collect resumes from current Juniors for positions
starting in the Fall of 2019. Interviews will be conducted in the Spring of this year and if





For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT SAMHAT: Tax reform in Congress
Date: November 20, 2017 at 3:35 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Dear Faculty and Staff:
 
Tax reform under way in Congress has the potential to negatively impact higher education in
several ways. The House bill has been approved and the Senate bill will be considered after
Thanksgiving. A conference committee then will craft a joint plan for final approval by
Congress.
 
Both bills retain several important benefits, but one or both bills threatens to eliminate many
benefits important to colleges such as Wofford and to the students and families we serve.
Along with other new tax penalties, these proposals would have a negative impact.
 
The House bill proposes to eliminate the tax deduction for interest on student loans. Current
tax code allows for a deduction of up to $2,500 in interest paid on student loans. Eliminating
the deduction makes college less affordable and may prevent some students from borrowing
to go to college, perhaps even foregoing a college education. The Senate bill preserves the
deduction.
 
Many Wofford employees and their children have taken advantage of the tuition assistance
benefit the college offers. Currently, tuition remission is not taxed by the government. The
House bill proposes to make the benefit taxable, a move that would make college more
expensive and would make it more difficult for Wofford to attract and retain the best faculty
and staff. The Senate bill preserves the tax-exempt status.
 
Two other proposals do not have direct impact on employees or students, but could
negatively impact the college’s ability to operate as cost-effectively as possible.
 
One would eliminate current lower interest rates for bonds the college may issue for
expenses such as construction. While we have no plans to issue bonds in the near future, this
cost-savings option should remain available. The House bill eliminates it; the Senate bill
preserves it.
 
Both bills propose a new excise tax on private college and university endowments at a
certain level – those with at least 500 students and endowment assets valued at $250,000 or
more per full-time students, excluding assets used directly for educational purposes.
Wofford’s endowment value is well below that level, but the plan could have an impact in
the future.
 
All of these measures, if passed, would make it more difficult for students to afford college
and more difficult for many colleges to be able to afford to serve students. It is important
that our representatives in the House and the Senate hear from us about our concerns over
the negative impact these measures would have on Wofford’s ability to serve our students
and the quality of education they deserve to receive.
 
I urge you to express your concerns to your representatives about these proposals. For
I urge you to express your concerns to your representatives about these proposals. For
contact information for your Congressman, go to www.congress.gov/contact-us. Thank you
for your help with Wofford College’s efforts to preserve these important benefits.
 






Subject: MESSAGE FROM THE PROVOST TO FACULTY AND STAFF: Invitation to lunch Tuesday in Burwell
Date: November 20, 2017 at 10:07 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Dear Wofford College Faculty and Staff,
 
Kick off the holidays a day early! The Office of the Provost invites all faculty and staff to have
lunch free of charge tomorrow, Tuesday, Nov. 21, in Burwell Dining Hall. Meals in both the main
dining hall upstairs and the Montgomery Room (Faculty-Staff Dining Room) will be free of
charge to faculty and staff.
 


















Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 21, 2017
Date: November 21, 2017 at 8:53 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Wofford Basketball - Education Day
UKirk Movie Night
Upcoming Events
Get Fit with Panhellenic
America Credit Acceptance (ACA) Business Analyst Program for Graduating
Seniors - Info Session
LGBTQIA Ally Trainings! RSVP Requested
United Way Campaign Kick-off Breakfast
Find BALANCE
Announcements
Happy Thanksgiving from the Bookstore
Wofford Admissions Internship Application
2017 International Programs Photo Contest Winners






Wofford Basketball - Education Day
Date/Time: 11/21/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Women's Basketball is hosting its sixth annual Education Day game this
morning at 11 a.m.! Over 1,500 elementary school students and chaperones will be on





Date/Time: 11/21/2017 6:20:00 PM
Location: NCG
Cost: Free
Details: Are you doing anything tonight? Meet at NCG at 6:20 to see The Star. And the
best part? Your ticket will be paid for!





Get Fit with Panhellenic 
Date/Time: 11/27/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Andrews Field House 
Cost: 
Details: Come out and get fit with the Panhellenic Council during our exercise social!
You will have an opportunity to experience four different exercise routines as well as get
to meet sisters in all four sororities on campus. Put on your workout clothes, grab a yoga




America Credit Acceptance (ACA) Business Analyst Program for Graduating
Seniors - Info Session
Date/Time: 11/27/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Attention, Graduating Seniors! American Credit Acceptance (ACA) is seeking
highly motivated college students who are eager to build a long-term career within its
organization. Business analysts are placed in a 24-month rotational training program to
become educated on ACA's business and the auto finance industry through hands-on
learning experiences while making real contributions to business decisions. Plan to attend
the information session Monday, Nov. 27, at 5:30 p.m. Contact John Coleman with




LGBTQIA Ally Trainings! RSVP Requested
LGBTQIA Ally Trainings! RSVP Requested
Date/Time: 11/28/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free/RSVP Requested
Details: This student workshop, sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion and
the Presidential Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, promotes awareness and
understanding about the issues surrounding the LGBTQIA community. Lunch for student
attendees, including vegetarian options, will be provided! To attend, please RSVP to
Dylan Lawing (lawingdr@wofford.edu) by Nov. 27! Trainings will be offered twice, Nov.
28 and Nov. 30 (11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.), to accommodate students' schedules. 
Contact: Office of Diversity and Inclusion
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
United Way Campaign Kick-off Breakfast
Date/Time: 11/29/2017 7:45:00 AM
Location: Faculty/Staff Dining Room
Cost: Free
Details: All faculty and staff are invited to join us for a free breakfast to kick off this
year's United Way Campaign. Breakfast will be served in the faculty/staff dining room





Date/Time: 11/30/2017 5:45:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Self-care isn't selfish! Join BALANCE, a new wellness initiative on campus, for
our first meeting! We'll discuss the challenges of maintaining a healthy lifestyle during
times of stress, and set some goals for managing school-life balance, focus, and self-care
through finals. Everyone's invited! We'll have healthy snacks and drinks too.





Happy Thanksgiving from the Bookstore
Details: Happy Thanksgiving from your friends at the Wofford College Bookstore! We
are thankful for all of YOU and so grateful that we are able to serve this campus each day.
We would also be quite thankful to hear your thoughts! If you haven't done so, please visit
the following website to complete a survey about your experience with the Bookstore:
https://www.campusstorefeedback.com/ The survey will be open through Nov. 26.




Wofford Admissions Internship Application
Details: The Summer Internship Program in the Office of Admission is designed to
provide a professional experience for current Wofford College students. A group of
interns will serve as representatives of the College and are expected to lead daily tours
throughout the week and facilitate on campus events. In addition to tours and event days,
the interns will also work on group projects throughout the summer. The projects will
address specific needs of the Office of Admission and will be designed to challenge the
interns while aiding the Admissions Office in its recruitment efforts. This is a paid
position and summer housing is provided.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdt6j6wzRYq9VYJDZJz-
qwUSkX3pb0yaSAP3x0klYxWAx4HEQ/viewform
Contact: Mary Carman Jordan
Email: Jordanmc@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 864-597-4131
2017 International Programs Photo Contest Winners
Details: Many thanks to all the students that participated in the 2017 International
Programs Photo Contest! Special congratulations to the winning student photographers:
Hanna Alexander (first prize) and Madeline Labovitz (honorable mention)! To view all




Celebrate an International Day of Philanthropy with The Benefactors
Details: #GivingTuesday is next Tuesday, Nov. 28, and the Wofford community is
participating for the third year in a row with our very own #WoCoGivingTuesday.
Whether you're passionate about student experiences, scholarship support, athletics,
meeting the greatest needs of the college, or anything in between, your gift is a
demonstration of your commitment to Wofford College. Gifts such as yours increase the
value of your degree and impact every aspect of the Wofford experience! To donate and
learn more, visit the Giving Tuesday website! >> www.wofford.edu/givingtuesday/ 










Details: Tuesday, Nov. 21: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. / Wednesday - Saturday, Nov. 22 - Nov. 25:




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Monday, November 27, 2017
Date: November 27, 2017 at 8:55 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Get Fit with Panhellenic
Freshman Bible Study, Campus Outreach
Upcoming Events
LGBTQIA Ally Trainings! RSVP Requested
United Way Campaign kick-off breakfast
Living Healthy Abroad: Roundtable Discussion on Chronic Illness, Mental Health,
and the Study Abroad Experience
Find BALANCE
String Ensemble Christmas Concert
Announcements
Want to Study or Intern Abroad this Summer or next Fall?





Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/27/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free




Get Fit with Panhellenic
Date/Time: 11/27/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: Andrews Field House
Cost: 
Details: Come out and get fit with the Panhellenic Council during our exercise social!
You will have an opportunity to experience four different exercise routines as well as get
to meet sisters in all four sororities on campus. Put on your workout clothes, grab a yoga




Freshman Bible Study, Campus Outreach
Date/Time: 11/27/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: Gray-Jones Room (bottom floor of Burwell)
Cost: Free
Details: Join us as we look at "The Craziest Things Jesus Said"! We will read a passage
from the Bible and discuss it in small groups. Homemade snacks and hangout time always






LGBTQIA Ally Trainings! RSVP Requested
Date/Time: 11/28/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free/RSVP Requested
Details: This student workshop, sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion and
the Presidential Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, promotes awareness and
understanding about the issues surrounding the LGBTQIA community. Lunch for student
attendees, including vegetarian options, will be provided! To attend, please RSVP to
Dylan Lawing (lawingdr@wofford.edu) by Nov. 27! Trainings will be offered twice, Nov.
28 and Nov. 30 (11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.), to accommodate students' schedules. 
Contact: Office of Diversity and Inclusion
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
United Way Campaign kick-off breakfast
Date/Time: 11/29/2017 7:45:00 AM
Location: Faculty/Staff dining room
Cost: Free
Details: All faculty and staff are invited to join us for a free breakfast to kick off this
year's United Way Campaign. Breakfast will be served in the faculty/staff dining room
year's United Way Campaign. Breakfast will be served in the faculty/staff dining room




Living Healthy Abroad: Roundtable Discussion on Chronic Illness, Mental Health,
and the Study Abroad Experience
Date/Time: 11/30/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Office of International Programs (MSBVC)
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Office of International Programs and the Wellness Center for an
informative, roundtable discussion on chronic illness, mental health, and study abroad.
Students that have previously studied abroad, International Programs advisers, and
Wellness Center staff will be sharing their experiences and providing helpful information
for all students interested in study abroad. Light refreshments will be provided for all





Date/Time: 11/30/2017 5:45:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Self-care isn't selfish! Join BALANCE, a new wellness initiative on campus, for
our first meeting! We'll discuss the challenges of maintaining a healthy lifestyle during
times of stress, and set some goals for managing school-life balance, focus, and self-care
through finals. Everyone's invited! We'll have healthy snacks and drinks too.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
String Ensemble Christmas Concert
Date/Time: 12/4/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's String Ensemble and Chamber instrumentalists will perform several
pieces of classical music, including selections from Bach and Mozart. The concert is free







Want to Study or Intern Abroad this Summer or next Fall? 
Details: Students interested in studying and/or interning abroad this summer or next fall
are encouraged to schedule a 30-minute advising appointment with an International





Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Details: Help bring a smile to a child's face on Christmas morning by participating in The
Salvation Army Angel Tree Program! How can you get involved this year? You can adopt
an angel at Westgate Mall starting on Thursday, Nov. 2 to Dec. 10, host a toy drive, or
host an Angel Tree in your workplace or church. This allows your employees and church
members to adopt an angel on site and bring their gifts to Westgate Mall or The Salvation
Army located at 40 Foster Street by Monday, Dec. 11. You can also volunteer in Santa's
Workshop and help prepare the bags for our community families or volunteer at the Angel
Tree located at Westgate Mall (Food Court entrance) starting on Nov. 2 - Dec. 11. Our
Angel Tree registration continues through the close of business on Nov. 10. This program
helps families in need provide Christmas gifts for children ages 0-12. For information on





Details: Applications for college and student advocate positions in Wofford's Judicial
System are now open. As an advocate you will have the opportunity to be a represent
Wofford and your fellow students through the judicial process. This is a great opportunity
for students interested in the legal professions and for anyone who is looking to get
involved on Wofford's campus. Applications are available at
http://www.wofford.edu/judicialcommission/AdvocateApplication/ and are due by 11:59
p.m. on Dec. 2. Interviews will be held the following week. We strongly encourage
anyone who is interested to apply. If you have any questions, please contact the chair of




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT SAMHAT: Wofford's 2017 United Way Campaign
Date: November 27, 2017 at 9:07 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
November 27, 2017
 
Dear Wofford Faculty and Staff:
 
I want to invite you to join me in making your mark on our community by taking part in
Wofford’s 2017 United Way Campaign.
 
The United Way of the Piedmont invests your donation in 95 programs administered by
61 nonprofit organizations throughout Spartanburg, Cherokee and Union counties that
are making a measurable difference in the areas of education, financial stability and
health in our community. The needs are great, but these programs – such as at St.
Luke’s Free Medical Clinic, the Adult Learning Center, Boys and Girls Club of the
Upstate, Hope Center for Children, TOTAL Ministries and many more – help our
neighbors rise above difficult challenges in their lives.
 
This year, our United Way Campaign again will feature a secure online giving option as
well as a campaign website dedicated to Wofford College. You will be able to track our
progress toward the campaign goal as well as access important information about the
United Way of the Piedmont. If you prefer to participate using the traditional paper
pledge form, that option is available as well.
 
You are invited to our United Way Kickoff Breakfast from 7:45 to 9:45 a.m. on
Wednesday, Nov. 29, in the Faculty-Staff Dining Room in Burwell, courtesy of the
Office of the President.
 
Please contact our United Way Campaign co-chairs Ben Cartwright
(cartwrightbj@wofford.edu) or Matt Roos (roosmr@wofford.edu) with any campaign
questions.
 
Your participation, regardless of the amount, is much appreciated. Please join me in
making a difference in our community by supporting the United Way. 
 
Thank you so much,
 
Nayef Samhat                                                                                                  




Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J







Subject: REMINDER: YOU'RE INVITED! Wofford Wonderland Holiday Festivities, Tuesday, Nov. 28 - Family Holiday Party,
Candlelight Carols & Winter Lighting
Date: November 27, 2017 at 9:29 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
IT’S NOT TOO LATE TO ATTEND! RSVP deadline has been




Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Tuesday, November 28, 2017
Date: November 28, 2017 at 8:59 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu






Careers and Scholarships in Military Medicine
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
UKirk
Candlelight Carols
Women's Basketball at 7 p.m.
RUF Large Group
Upcoming Events
United Way Campaign kick-off breakfast
Teachers Talking Teaching - Digital Pedagogy Showcase
Pizza with the Presidents
Catholic Adoration in Mickel Chapel (Wednesday 8-9 p.m.)
Spend your summer in Aspen
Living Healthy Abroad: Roundtable Discussion on Chronic Illness, Mental Health,
and the Study Abroad Experience
Find BALANCE
Bridges of Hope with Finite
FCS Playoffs: Wofford v. Furman
Wofford College Gospel Choir
Coffee with the Spartanburg Community
String Ensemble Christmas Concert
Announcements
Leadership Wofford-now accepting Applications
Attention current Junior English Majors! Deloitte is accepting Resumes
Panera Percent Night
Tanzania and Arizona applications still open!






Date/Time: 11/28/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: This workshop, sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion and the
Presidential Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, promotes awareness and
understanding about the issues surrounding the LGBTQIA community. Workshops will be
offered twice to accommodate students' schedules: Nov. 28 and Nov. 30 (both from 11
a.m. - 12:30 p.m.). Lunch, including vegetarian options, will be provided! 
Contact: Office of Diversity and Inclusion
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Thanks a Latte 
Date/Time: 11/28/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Richardson Family Pavilion (Greek Village)
Cost: Free 
Details: Join Kappa Alpha Theta for coffee, cookie decorating and writing Thank You




Careers and Scholarships in Military Medicine
Date/Time: 11/28/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: RMSC 121
Cost: 
Details: Join us while Lieutenant Colonel Christopher W. Bunt, MD, FAAFP presents
career stories in military medicine, and career paths in military medicine by attending
either Uniformed Services University, or any medical school through the Health
Professions Scholarship Program. This will be followed by student questions about USU,
the Medical School application process, and medical school in general. Dr. Bunt will also




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/28/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga






Date/Time: 11/28/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: 2nd Pres
Cost: 
Details: Come help us help out a friend in the hospital by creating a birthday basket for
his son.




Date/Time: 11/28/2017 6:30:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Please join the Wofford Community TONIGHT for Candlelight Carols and the
lighting of the Menorah at 6:30 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium. Winter Lighting will follow





Women's Basketball at 7 p.m.
Date/Time: 11/28/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Wofford Women's Basketball hosts Bob Jones tonight at 7 p.m. Come and





Date/Time: 11/28/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Join us for the last RUF Large Group of the semester! We will be closing out our
series covering the "I am" statements in John. Come for the message, stay for the free






United Way Campaign kick-off breakfast
Date/Time: 11/29/2017 7:45:00 AM
Location: Faculty/Staff dining room
Cost: Free
Details: All faculty and staff are invited to join us for a free breakfast to kick off this
year's United Way Campaign. Breakfast will be served in the faculty/staff dining room




Teachers Talking Teaching - Digital Pedagogy Showcase
Date/Time: 11/29/2017 3:30:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: For the final event in our Fall series, we've invited several people to share their
digital pedagogy practices - specifically related to our ePortfolio platform (Pathbrite).
Boyce Lawton will cover how Pathbrite has been integrated into FYI, and Joseph Spivey,
Dan Mathewson, and Cate Blouke will walk through some ways they've used the platform
in their classes. As always, any interested faculty or staff are invited to join and light




Pizza with the Presidents
Date/Time: 11/29/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Hear from Wofford College President Nayef Samhat and Campus Union
President Drake McCormick as they discuss important topics regarding the future of the




Catholic Adoration in Mickel Chapel (Wednesday 8-9 p.m.)
Date/Time: 11/29/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel (Old Main Bldg)
Cost: Free
Details: Take a break from your stressful week and join the Wofford Newman Club for a
night of adoration with worship music between 8 and 9 p.m. in Mickel Chapel on the first
floor of Old Main! Father Ryan will also be hearing confessions. Come whenever you can
floor of Old Main! Father Ryan will also be hearing confessions. Come whenever you can




Spend your summer in Aspen
Date/Time: 11/30/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: The Space will be hosting an info session this Thursday at 11:30 a.m. for all





Living Healthy Abroad: Roundtable Discussion on Chronic Illness, Mental Health,
and the Study Abroad Experience
Date/Time: 11/30/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Office of International Programs (MSBVC)
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Office of International Programs and the Wellness Center for an
informative, roundtable discussion on chronic illness, mental health, and study abroad.
Students that have previously studied abroad, International Programs advisers, and
Wellness Center staff will be sharing their experiences and providing helpful information
for all students interested in study abroad. Light refreshments will be provided for all





Date/Time: 11/30/2017 5:45:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Self-care isn't selfish! Join BALANCE, a new wellness initiative on campus, for
our first meeting! We'll discuss the challenges of maintaining a healthy lifestyle during
times of stress, and set some goals for managing school-life balance, focus, and self-care
through finals. Everyone's invited! We'll have healthy snacks and drinks too.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Bridges of Hope with Finite
Date/Time: 12/1/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III grill
Cost: $3 per burger
Details: Come by this Friday as Bridges of Hope partners with Finite to raise support for
Details: Come by this Friday as Bridges of Hope partners with Finite to raise support for
the community of Marathon, Florida, affected by Hurricane Irma. Burgers will be $3 cash





FCS Playoffs: Wofford v. Furman
Date/Time: 12/2/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Your Wofford Terriers will host Furman this Saturday, Dec. 2, at 2 p.m. in the
second round of the NCAA FCS Playoffs! We need YOUR help packing Gibbs Stadium!





Wofford College Gospel Choir
Date/Time: 12/2/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Come join the Wofford College Gospel Choir for our end of the semester
concert! The event is FREE and open to the Wofford and Spartanburg community. Please




Coffee with the Spartanburg Community
Date/Time: 12/4/2017 7:00:00 AM
Location: Krispy Cr?me
Cost: Free
Details: Have you had a chance to walk downtown at 7 a.m. recently in 30?F? Have you
had a chance to acknowledge those individuals sleeping in the park in front of Denny's?
Have you ever wished to talk to them, listen to their stories, put yourselves in their shoes?
The Muslim Students Association will take them Krispy Cr?me donuts, hot coffee, and a
few blankets. Please join us for this wonderful opportunity to learn more about the people
of Spartanburg, understand our community better, care for humanity, love each other, and
appreciate our home, Wofford College more. Please RSVP to Farahnaz




String Ensemble Christmas Concert
String Ensemble Christmas Concert
Date/Time: 12/4/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's String Ensemble and Chamber instrumentalists will perform several
pieces of classical music, including selections from Bach and Mozart. The concert is free






Leadership Wofford-now accepting Applications
Details: Leadership Wofford is a four week series focused on providing students with
practical and applicable training to help them become strong and effective leaders. This
leadership series is an opportunity for students to explore their leadership values while
gaining additional skills to use in their career path. Leadership Wofford will be held on
each Tuesday in January starting January 9th from 4:30 - 7:30 p.m. To apply Visit:





Attention current Junior English Majors! Deloitte is accepting Resumes
Details: Attention Juniors. Are you interested in working for Deloitte after you graduate
from Wofford? Deloitte is starting to collect resumes from current Juniors for positions
starting in the Fall of 2019. Interviews will be conducted in the Spring of this year and if
warranted, a job offer presented during the summer. Please submit your resume and direct





Details: Alpha Phi Omega is hosting a percent night at Panera today (Tuesday, Nov. 28)
from 4 - 8 p.m. Panera is located at 1935 East Main St., Spartanburg, SC 29307. If you





Tanzania and Arizona applications still open!
Tanzania and Arizona applications still open!
Details: There is still time to apply to spend your summer working in Tanzania or




Club Baseball Spring Informational Meeting
Details: Any and all students interested in playing or managing club baseball this spring
are encouraged to attend the informational meeting about this upcoming spring season.




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Breakfast in Burwell TODAY
Date: November 29, 2017 at 8:45 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
Remember to come to the Faculty/Staff Dining Room this morning for free breakfast to kick
off Wofford’s 2017 United Way Campaign. Open until 9:45 a.m. See details below.
 
November 27, 2017
Dear Wofford Faculty and Staff:
I want to invite you to join me in making your mark on our community by taking part in
Wofford’s 2017 United Way Campaign.
The United Way of the Piedmont invests your donation in 95 programs administered by
61 nonprofit organizations throughout Spartanburg, Cherokee and Union counties that
are making a measurable difference in the areas of education, financial stability and
health in our community. The needs are great, but these programs – such as at St.
Luke’s Free Medical Clinic, the Adult Learning Center, Boys and Girls Club of the
Upstate, Hope Center for Children, TOTAL Ministries and many more – help our
neighbors rise above difficult challenges in their lives. 
This year, our United Way Campaign again will feature a secure online giving option as
well as a campaign website dedicated to Wofford College. You will be able to track our
progress toward the campaign goal as well as access important information about the
United Way of the Piedmont. If you prefer to participate using the traditional paper
pledge form, that option is available as well. 
You are invited to our United Way Kickoff Breakfast from 7:45 to 9:45 a.m. on
Wednesday, Nov. 29, in the Faculty-Staff Dining Room in Burwell, courtesy of the
Office of the President. 
Please contact our United Way Campaign co-chairs Ben Cartwright
(cartwrightbj@wofford.edu) or Matt Roos (roosmr@wofford.edu) with any campaign
questions. 
Your participation, regardless of the amount, is much appreciated. Please join me in
making a difference in our community by supporting the United Way.  
Thank you so much,
 Nayef Samhat                                                                                                  




Director of News Services
Wofford College
CPO J






Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Wednesday, November 29, 2017
Date: November 29, 2017 at 9:26 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu






Teachers Talking Teaching - Digital Pedagogy Showcase
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Pizza with the Presidents
Catholic Adoration in Mickel Chapel (Wednesday 8-9 p.m.)
Campus Outreach Weekly Meeting
Upcoming Events
LGBTQIA Ally Training
Computational Science Internship Presentations
Spend your summer in Aspen
LIVE Chronic Illness Meeting
History Department Talk
Living Healthy Abroad: Roundtable Discussion on Chronic Illness, Mental Health,
and the Study Abroad Experience




Wofford vs. Furman - STUDENT TICKETS
Coffee with the Spartanburg Community
Faculty/Staff Appreciation @ Bookstore
String Ensemble Christmas Concert
Announcements
Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Still time to apply for Tanzania and Arizona Internships
Richardson Fitness Center Closed Saturday until 6 p.m.
Applications for Judicial Advocates Are Open





Date/Time: 11/29/2017 12:30:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel
Cost: Free
Details: Holy Communion will be celebrated TODAY from 12:30 to 12:45 p.m., in





Date/Time: 11/29/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Rosalind Sallenger Richardson Center for the Arts, Room 128
Cost: Free
Details: Are you stressed? Come make a stress ball for yourself or a friend. And of




Teachers Talking Teaching - Digital Pedagogy Showcase
Date/Time: 11/29/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: For the final event in our Fall series, we've invited several people to share their
digital pedagogy practices - specifically related to our ePortfolio platform (Pathbrite).
Boyce Lawton will cover how Pathbrite has been integrated into FYI, and Joseph Spivey,
Dan Mathewson, and Cate Blouke will walk through some ways they've used the platform
in their classes. As always, any interested faculty or staff are invited to join and light




Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/29/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Tae Kwon Do @4:30, HIIT @5:30, Yoga @6:00, Ab-Lab @6:30,





Pizza with the Presidents
Date/Time: 11/29/2017 6:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life Building
Cost: Free
Details: Hear from Wofford College President Nayef Samhat and Campus Union
President Drake McCormick as they discuss important topics regarding the future of the




Catholic Adoration in Mickel Chapel (Wednesday 8-9 p.m.)
Date/Time: 11/29/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Mickel Chapel (Old Main Bldg)
Cost: Free
Details: Take a break from your stressful week and join the Wofford Newman Club for a
night of adoration with worship music between 8 and 9 p.m. in Mickel Chapel on the first
floor of Old Main! Father Ryan will also be hearing confessions. Come whenever you can




Campus Outreach Weekly Meeting
Date/Time: 11/29/2017 9:00:00 PM
Location: McMillan Theater
Cost: N/A
Details: Join us for the last regular weekly meeting of the semester! (Christmas party will
be coming soon!) We'll continue tonight with our series on The Beatitudes: What did
Jesus say about the character and rewards of being a Christian? Snacks and hangout time







Date/Time: 11/30/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: This workshop, sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion and the
Presidential Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, promotes awareness and
Presidential Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, promotes awareness and
understanding about the issues surrounding the LGBTQIA community. Lunch for student
attendees, including vegetarian options, will be provided! 
Contact: Office of Diversity and Inclusion
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Computational Science Internship Presentations
Date/Time: 11/30/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Milliken 122
Cost: Free
Details: Come listen to four current students in the Computational Science emphasis talk
about their recently completed summer internships. Students currently completing the
emphasis who have not yet completed an internship (as well as those considering





Spend your summer in Aspen
Date/Time: 11/30/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: The Space will be hosting an info session this Thursday at 11:30 a.m., for all





LIVE Chronic Illness Meeting
Date/Time: 11/30/2017 12:15:00 PM
Location: Wellness Center Conference Room Upstairs
Cost: Free - bring your lunch





Date/Time: 11/30/2017 4:00:00 PM
Location: Olin Theater
Cost: Free
Details: Dr. Michael Kazin, professor of History at Georgetown University and co-editor
of Dissent magazine, will speak on the topic of his most recent book, "War Against War:





Living Healthy Abroad: Roundtable Discussion on Chronic Illness, Mental Health,
and the Study Abroad Experience
Date/Time: 11/30/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Office of International Programs (MSBVC)
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Office of International Programs and the Wellness Center for an
informative, roundtable discussion on chronic illness, mental health, and study abroad.
Students that have previously studied abroad, International Programs advisers, and
Wellness Center staff will be sharing their experiences and providing helpful information
for all students interested in study abroad. Light refreshments will be provided for all




Reception for Wofford College Technology Day
Date/Time: 12/1/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Franklin Olin Building - Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: Come to the Franklin W. Olin Building Lobby to check out what 50 years of
progress in technology at Wofford "looks like". Come listen to Drs. Olds, Stephens,





Date/Time: 12/1/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Come learn some self-defense tips and techniques. Develop confidence in your






Date/Time: 12/1/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Singers, Goldtones and Wofford Men will present their annual
Christmas Concert Friday, Dec. 1, at 7 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium. The concert will
include both classical and modern repertoire. The event is free and open to the public.
Contact: W. Gary McCraw




Date/Time: 12/1/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III VB court
Cost: Free
Details: Enjoy some Christmas snacks, gingerbread-house designing, live music, and the




Wofford vs. Furman - STUDENT TICKETS
Date/Time: 12/2/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: Free (Students Only)
Details: Thanks to the generosity of several Wofford alumni, Campus Union, and WAR,
all Wofford students will be able to help #PackGibbs this Saturday free of charge!
Wofford students will be able to claim their ticket on Saturday. Stay tuned for more




Coffee with the Spartanburg Community
Date/Time: 12/4/2017 7:00:00 AM
Location: Krispy Creme
Cost: Free
Details: Have you had a chance to walk downtown at 7 a.m. recently in 30 degree
weather? Have you had a chance to acknowledge those individuals sleeping in the park in
front of Denny's? Have you ever wished to talk to them, listen to their stories, put
yourselves in their shoes? The Muslim Students Association will take them Krispy Creme
donuts, hot coffee, and a few blankets. Please join us for this wonderful opportunity to
learn more about the people of Spartanburg, understand our community better, care for
humanity, love each other, and appreciate our home, Wofford College more. Please RSVP




Faculty/Staff Appreciation @ Bookstore
Date/Time: 12/4/2017 10:00:00 AM
Location: Bookstore
Cost: Price of merchandise
Details: All Faculty and Staff are welcome to join us at the Bookstore for refreshments,
and to get your holiday shopping done early! Light refreshments available 10 a.m. to 4
and to get your holiday shopping done early! Light refreshments available 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., on both Monday and Tuesday, Dec. 4 and 5. Special 30% discount on your entire
clothing/gift purchase during this two day event. This special does not combine with any




String Ensemble Christmas Concert
Date/Time: 12/4/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's String Ensemble and Chamber instrumentalists will perform several
pieces of classical music, including selections from Bach and Mozart. The concert is free






Salvation Army Angel Tree Program
Details: Help bring a smile to a child's face on Christmas morning by participating in The
Salvation Army Angel Tree Program! How can you get involved this year? You can adopt
an angel at Westgate Mall starting on Thursday, Nov. 2 to Dec. 10, host a toy drive, or
host an Angel Tree in your workplace or church. This allows your employees and church
members to adopt an angel on site and bring their gifts to Westgate Mall or The Salvation
Army located at 40 Foster Street by Monday, December 11, 2017. You can also volunteer
in Santa's Workshop and help prepare the bags for our community families or volunteer at
the Angel Tree located at Westgate Mall (Food Court entrance) starting on Nov. 2 - Dec.





Still time to apply for Tanzania and Arizona Internships
Details: There is still time to apply to spend your summer working in Tanzania or




Richardson Fitness Center Closed Saturday until 6 p.m.
Details: The Richardson Fitness Center will be closed this Saturday until approximately 6
Details: The Richardson Fitness Center will be closed this Saturday until approximately 6
p.m., or one hour after the game, in accordance with the NCAA Playoffs Second Round




Applications for Judicial Advocates Are Open
Details: Applications for college and student advocate positions in Wofford's Judicial
System are now open. As an advocate you will have the opportunity to represent Wofford
and your fellow students through the judicial process. This is a great opportunity for
students interested in the legal professions and for anyone who is looking to get involved
on Wofford's campus. Applications are available at
https://www.wofford.edu/judicialcommission/AdvocateApplication/ and are due by 11:59
p.m. on Dec. 2. Interviews will be held the following week. We strongly encourage
anyone who is interested to apply. If you have any questions, please contact the chair of




NEW: Spanish Writing Center
Details: The NEW Spanish Writing Center is located in the library (same place as the
English Writing Center) it will be running from 7 - 10 p.m., every upcoming Sunday,






Found: A single car key/fob was found in the Shipp lot and turned in to the Campus




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: FROM ATHLETICS: Faculty & Staff Tickets for Saturday's FCS Playoff game vs. Furman
Date: November 29, 2017 at 4:24 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu
To:         Wofford Faculty & Staff
From:    Athletics Department
 
Help pack Gibbs Stadium on Saturday! Your Wofford Terriers host Furman at 2 p.m. in
the second round of the FCS Playoffs. The Department of Athletics has $25 tickets
available for all faculty and staff. You can purchase your tickets in the Athletics
Administrative Office on the second floor of the Richardson Physical Activities Building
until 2 p.m. on Friday.
 
You also can purchase tickets online at https://www.ticketreturn.com/prod2/BuyNew.asp?
EventID=248612&SponsorID=10407. Per NCAA rules for postseason games, there are
no comp tickets permitted. Children (3-12) are $10, and children 2 and under are free.
 
All season parking passes still are valid and will be honored on game day. No parking
passes will be reissued if lost. All general parking is $10 on game day.
 
Jake Farkas
Director of Marketing and Promotions
WOFFORD
429 N. Church St., Spartanburg, SC 29303
P   864.597.4110      F   864.597.4129
farkasjr@wofford.edu
#CONQUERANDPREVAIL
   
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: Wofford College Daily Announcements for Thursday, November 30, 2017
Date: November 30, 2017 at 8:49 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu





Spend your summer in Aspen
UKirk at the Table
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Living Healthy Abroad: Roundtable Discussion on Chronic Illness, Mental Health,
and the Study Abroad Experience
Find BALANCE
Women's Basketball hosts UNC Asheville
Upcoming Events




FCS Playoffs - Wofford vs. Furman
Coffee with the Spartanburg Community
String Ensemble Christmas Concert
Panhellenic Study Break
Awesome opportunity to work in Europe
Announcements
Leadership Wofford-now accepting applications
Apply now! TZ and AZ Applications still Open
Applications for Judicial Advocates Are Open
NEW: Spanish Writing Center
Writing Center Hours
SENIORS: Get your Quotes in the Yearbook by the 10th
Richardson Fitness Center Closed Saturday until 6 p.m
Wofford vs. Furman - STUDENT TICKETS UPDATE






Date/Time: 11/30/2017 11:00:00 AM
Location: Olin 207A
Cost: Free
Details: This workshop, sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion and the
Presidential Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, promotes awareness and
understanding about the issues surrounding the LGBTQIA community. Lunch for student
attendees, including vegetarian options, will be provided! 
Contact: Office of Diversity and Inclusion
Email: lawingdr@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4063
Spend your summer in Aspen
Date/Time: 11/30/2017 11:30:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: The Space will be hosting an info session today at 11:30 a.m. for all current





UKirk at the Table
Date/Time: 11/30/2017 12:00:00 PM
Location: Campus Life
Cost: 
Details: Come hang out as we talk about life, school, and the stress of exams over lunch. 
Contact: Mary Kathryn McGregor
Email: mcgregormm@email.wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 803-818-8887
Today's Fitness Class Schedule
Date/Time: 11/30/2017 4:30:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Join us today: Faculty/Staff "Only" Yoga @11:30am, Pilates @4:30, Yoga




Living Healthy Abroad: Roundtable Discussion on Chronic Illness, Mental Health,
and the Study Abroad Experience
and the Study Abroad Experience
Date/Time: 11/30/2017 5:30:00 PM
Location: The Office of International Programs (MSBVC)
Cost: Free
Details: Join the Office of International Programs and the Wellness Center for an
informative, roundtable discussion on chronic illness, mental health, and study abroad.
Students that have previously studied abroad, International Programs advisers, and
Wellness Center staff will be sharing their experiences and providing helpful information
for all students interested in study abroad. Light refreshments will be provided for all





Date/Time: 11/30/2017 5:45:00 PM
Location: Meadors Multicultural House
Cost: Free
Details: Self-care isn't selfish! Join BALANCE, a new wellness initiative on campus, for
our first meeting! We'll discuss the challenges of maintaining a healthy lifestyle during
times of stress, and set some goals for managing school-life balance, focus, and self-care
through finals. Everyone's invited! We'll have healthy snacks and drinks too.
Contact: Dr. Dawn McQuiston
Email: mcquistonde@wofford.edu
Telephone/Extension: 4647
Women's Basketball hosts UNC Asheville
Date/Time: 11/30/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Jerry Richardson Indoor Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Wofford Women's Basketball hosts UNC Asheville tonight at 7 p.m.! Another
Wofford student will have the chance to compete in The Space Half-Court Shot Challenge






Reception for Wofford College Technology Day
Date/Time: 12/1/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Franklin Olin Building - Lobby
Cost: Free
Details: Come to the Franklin W. Olin Building Lobby to check out what 50 years of
progress in technology at Wofford "looks like". Come listen to Drs. Olds, Stephens,
progress in technology at Wofford "looks like". Come listen to Drs. Olds, Stephens,





Date/Time: 12/1/2017 3:00:00 PM
Location: Richardson Dance Studio
Cost: Free
Details: Come learn some self-defense tips and techniques. Develop confidence in your





Date/Time: 12/1/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford Singers, Goldtones and Wofford Men will present their annual
Christmas Concert Friday, Dec. 1, at 7 p.m. in Leonard Auditorium. The concert will
include both classical and modern repertoire. The event is free and open to the public.




Date/Time: 12/1/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Phase III VB Court
Cost: Free
Details: Enjoy some Christmas snacks, gingerbread-house designing, live music, and the




FCS Playoffs - Wofford vs. Furman
Date/Time: 12/2/2017 2:00:00 PM
Location: Gibbs Stadium
Cost: 
Details: Help us #PackGibbs on Saturday! Your Wofford Terriers host Furman at 2 p.m.
in the second round of the FCS Playoffs! All Wofford students receive a free ticket on






Coffee with the Spartanburg Community 
Date/Time: 12/4/2017 7:00:00 AM
Location: Krispy Creme
Cost: Free
Details: Have you had a chance to walk downtown at 7 a.m. recently in 30 degree temps?
Have you had a chance to acknowledge those individuals sleeping in the park in front of
Denny's? Have you ever wished to talk to them, listen to their stories, put yourselves in
their shoes? The Muslim Students Association will take them Krispy Cr?me donuts, hot
coffee, and a few blankets. Please join us for this wonderful opportunity to learn more
about the people of Spartanburg, understand our community better, care for humanity,
love each other, and appreciate our home, Wofford College more. Please RSVP to




String Ensemble Christmas Concert
Date/Time: 12/4/2017 7:00:00 PM
Location: Leonard Auditorium
Cost: Free
Details: Wofford's String Ensemble and Chamber instrumentalists will perform several
pieces of classical music, including selections from Bach and Mozart. The concert is free





Date/Time: 12/4/2017 8:00:00 PM
Location: Anna Todd Wofford Center
Cost: 
Details: Take a break from studying and drop by the?Panhellenic Council study break?for
a quick snack and a warm drink. Mix and mingle with all four sororities and learn more




Awesome opportunity to work in Europe
Date/Time: 12/6/2017 8:00:00 AM
Location: The Space
Cost: Free
Details: Seniors: Have you ever wanted to work in Germany? Trying to find the perfect
job for your gap year? Interested in hospitality work? If you answered YES to any of
those questions come out to our information session at The Space on Dec. 6, at 8 a.m., to
learn more about a 15-month career with Edelweiss Lodge and Resort located in the
beautiful city of Garmisch, Germany. They have a series of entry-level positions
beautiful city of Garmisch, Germany. They have a series of entry-level positions
available, they offer transportation from the USA to Germany, free accommodation, and
other great benefits. Please RSVP to mcphailpc@wofford.edu if you are interested. Hope






Leadership Wofford-now accepting applications
Details: Leadership Wofford is a four week series focused on providing students with
practical and applicable training to help them become strong and effective leaders. This
leadership series is an opportunity for students to explore their leadership values while
gaining additional skills to use in their career path. Leadership Wofford will be held on
each Tuesday in January starting January 9th from 4:30 - 7:30 p.m. To apply Visit:





Apply now! TZ and AZ Applications still Open
Details: There is still time to apply to spend your summer working in Tanzania or




Applications for Judicial Advocates Are Open
Details: Applications for college and student advocate positions in Wofford's Judicial
System are now open. As an advocate you will have the opportunity to represent Wofford
and your fellow students through the judicial process. This is a great opportunity for
students interested in the legal professions and for anyone who is looking to get involved
on Wofford's campus. Applications are available at
https://www.wofford.edu/judicialcommission/AdvocateApplication/ and are due by 11:59
p.m. on Dec. 2. Interviews will be held the following week. We strongly encourage
anyone who is interested to apply. If you have any questions, please contact the chair of




NEW: Spanish Writing Center
NEW: Spanish Writing Center
Details: The NEW Spanish Writing Center is located in the library (same place as the
English Writing Center) it will be running from 7 - 10 p.m., every upcoming Sunday,





Details: The Writing Center will be open as usual Monday - Thursday from 1 to 4 p.m.
and 7 to 10 p.m., Friday from 1 to 4 p.m., and Sunday from 7 to 10 p.m. through Dec. 10.




SENIORS: Get your Quotes in the Yearbook by the 10th
Details: You don't want to miss out on this! TAKES 30 SECONDS: This year the
yearbook staff invites every senior to leave your mark on Wofford by publishing your
favorite quote in the yearbook. The quote will appear beneath your picture and can be
funny, inspiring, sarcastic, or anything you want (just keep it appropriate). We have
limited space so please keep it to a maximum of two sentences (think of it as a tweet).






Richardson Fitness Center Closed Saturday until 6 p.m
Details: The Richardson Fitness Center will be closed this Saturday until approximately 6
p.m., or one hour after the game, in accordance with the NCAA Playoffs Second Round




Wofford vs. Furman - STUDENT TICKETS UPDATE
Details: Thanks to the generosity of several Wofford alumni, Campus Union, and WAR,
all Wofford students will be able to help #PackGibbs this Saturday free of charge! All
Wofford students will be able to claim their ticket on Saturday at the student entrance
starting at 12:30 p.m. when Wofford plays Furman in the Second Round of the FCS




Zeta Tau Alpha's S'mores on the Seal
Details: Come join the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha with S'mores on the Seal of Old Main to
Details: Come join the sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha with S'mores on the Seal of Old Main to
benefit Bridges of Hope. This event is apart of the school wide drive to raise money for
hurricane relief in Marathon Keys, FL. Come stop by to donate, earn points for your




For information about Culinary Services, go to: https://www.aviserves.com/wofford/.
Register with the Wofford Emergency Alert System for text and e-mail notifications at:
http://www.wofford.edu/newsroom/emergencyManagement/emergencyAlerts/.
To submit an item for the Daily Announcements, go to:
http://www.wofford.edu/dailyAnnouncements/.
For up-to-date information on campus events, visit the Wofford Campus Calendar.
From: WoffordNews WoffordNews@Wofford.Edu
Subject: MESSAGE FROM IT SERVICES: Wofford website down; other resources available
Date: November 30, 2017 at 9:58 AM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
Good morning,
 
The college website, wofford.edu, is currently down. We are working with our
hosting provider to resolve the issue as quickly as possible and are hopeful it
will be back by early afternoon. Although the site is unavailable, other essential
academic resources remain available: my.wofford.edu is accessible and Moodle,
DegreeWorks, email and Banner Web all work. The library’s catalog may be
found at: http://wofford.summon.serialssolutions.com, and the databases listing
is at: http://libguides.wofford.edu/databases.
 
If you have questions, contact the IT Help Center at 864-597-4357.
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Subject: UPDATE FROM INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES: Work on website ongoing; essential academic resources
accessible
Date: November 30, 2017 at 4:52 PM
To: Wofford Staff and Faculty WoffordStaff@Wofford.Edu, Wofford Students WoffordStudents@Wofford.Edu
To:          Wofford Campus Community
From:    Fred Miller, chief information officer
Re:         Update on Wofford website
 
We continue to work with our hosting provider to resolve the issues with the college
website (www.wofford.edu). The site continues to be unavailable, but we also are
working on a temporary landing page.
 
As noted earlier, my.wofford.edu and these other essential academic resources remain
accessible: Moodle, DegreeWorks, email and Banner Web.
 
The library’s catalog can be found at http://wofford.summon.serialssolutions.com. The
database listing is at http://libguides.wofford.edu/databases.
 
The Wofford online calendar is accessible at http://calendar.wofford.edu (and you may
submit events to the calendar as you normally do from there) and the Athletics site is at
http://athletics.wofford.edu.
 
The online submission form for Daily Announcements is NOT accessible. If you have
events or announcements for tomorrow’s Daily Announcements (Friday, Dec. 1),
please EMAIL them to Janella Lane at lanejm@wofford.edu by midnight tonight.
 
Also, to submit project requests to the Office of Marketing and Communications, use
this direct link: https:connect.wofford.edu/mywofford/omc/forms/request.aspx.
 
We will update campus on Friday regarding the progress of resolving the website
issues. We thank you for your patience.
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